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High-voltage power lines leading from Yarmouth Station on Cousins Island_ 
Rock" Roll Confidential: 
Police brutality at rock & roll shows 
pummels F.B.1. claims that N.W.A.'s music 
incites anti-cop violence. 
Four reasons why Aerosrnith is so great 
and why they'll be around for a while. 
Good news from the censorship zone: 
high-school students, college radio stations 
and the media fight back. 
On the local scene: 
Dan Tonini profiles Cornerstone. 
CBW{fonH. Harbm 
Greater Portland's news and arts weekly 





By Monte Paulsen 
Warm winter storms poured on Port-
land several times last month. A couple of 
them blew in from the Midwest, and the 
rain they brought was partly acid. 
It was not an accident. 
All along the Ohio River there are thou-
sand-foot smokestacks that draw acidic 
compounds from coal-burning power 
plants. Prevailing winds blow those clouds 
to Canada and New England, where the 
acid falls. Like last year's Exxon Valdez 
spill and the 1986 explOSion of the Soviet 
mlclear reactor at Chemcbyl, last month's 
acid rain was an inevitable consequence of 
energy policies that knowingly risk the 
dangers of nuclear and fossil-fuels in order 
to meet short-term energy goals. 
More than a third of all U.S. energy is 
used to generate electricity. During the last 
century, electric power has been interwoven 
with financial power. The technology ex-
ists to cut that usage in half, butthepolitical 
will does not: power companies make their 
money by selling electricity, not by saving 
it. 
After the rain, we must put new efficient 
technologies to use. Or else electric power 
will be interwoven with even worse conse-
quences next century. 
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The Man With The Hat Is Back. 
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'$22.88, SS.OO rebate with pulthase of Raide", of the Lost Arl<, Indiana Jones 
and the Temple of Doom, and Diet Coke. 
VIDEOPORT 
LowerLobby I~ 
151 Middle St. I1v - n'l
J 
~~ 773-1999 
Old Port lI'l;>V" 
40, 50 & 70% OFF 
ALL FALL & WINTER MERCHANDISE 
NOWGOL~GON 
• good selection of coats 
• skirts, blouses & sweaters 
• dresses - cocktail & daytime 
• suits suitable for dress & work 
••• 
WE ARE NOW SHOWING 
CRUISE WEAR & EARLY SPRING WEAR. 
BATHING SUITS, COVER-UPS, ruN-IN·THE-SUN 
SKIRTS, TOPS AND PANTS 
ALSO ARRIVING DAILY. .. 
• mother of the bride 
• linens 
• understated si Iks 
• sparkles for special occasions 
fh YOIl hallt (). crew of hl!J'h-
<spirlft'd feem like Crr~ aWlLlnd yr»'r' 
hoore ~ Qy W1aybt: hfJ~ or lUi fey har 
card parfYlc:.r-s Who ralGl the t'c.dx>x oVId 
I~VG yoU fed/iii) ll~ Ok' Mother Hubbard? (. 
Thett call f]lberta'r for slf-d{){JJr, orraice-aA-
-IteafJ at shDrt nafcc.e! Why ~qt pickfc. and I 





6 Mill St. 
Freeport, Maine 
On the South SJde of the 
Village Center Parking Area 
865-1713 
SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN 
185 PARK ROW 
BRUNSWICK, ~AINE 
"AROUND THE CORNER FROM Bownrmt.1 
COLLEGE, ACROSS FROM THE 
BIG GREY CHURCH" 
STORE HOURS 9:3()'5:30 




I am a car-owning resident of Portland in the lower-income 
bracket. I've been working in the Old Port for many months and 
have resorted to parking seven blocks away from where I work for 
lack of affordable parking. 
This last week I received $20 in parking ticket fines which were 
legitimate, but I believe severely unfair. I can neither afford to pay 
parking tickets, nor the fees charged at the parking garages. It 
infuriates me to think of working to pay for parking to be working. 
If I could afford a parking garage I would be in one now. Why not 
provide one level of the garage for subsidized parking? I feel 
strongly that there ought to be some form of lower-income parking 
one can apply for. 
Since I received the tickets, I have been parking in my driveway 
and walking to work. If you find yourself in the same position and 
as frustrated as myself, I urge you to write to: Parking Division of 
Portland, 389 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 with your opinion 
and/or complaint. 
Proofreaders needed 
12 ";I,, L, /',L.' 
{/f"'v l O;JC' /(XI 
Beth Gorski 
Portland 
Your Jan. 18 issue has convinced me that CBW might be re-
deemed from being merely smug and self-righteous. The article on 
T. David Franklin was great. And Ann Sitomer's assessment of the 
problem with Portland's movie theaters was right on. 
I do have two suggestions, however. 
1) Get yourself a new proofreader. 
2) Oleck your facts. It's Daniel not Douglas Day Lewis who stars 




News needs to be positive, too 
Since inception, Casco Bay Weekly has reported on some interest-
ing topics, ones you'd never find in the PPH. Thank you for 
addressing so many important issues. 
I'm writing to address an issue I have. That is the "dogma" you 
find in all news, that is the "bad news." How about some good news 
throughout one entire issue? Lift your readers up to laughter, love 
or just good 01' peaceful solitude . 
Your environmental issue was positive and hopefully inspired 
people through its message to "get your own house in order, be 
responsible foryourselfand our planet then has hope." Great issue! 
That's responsible, positive, uplifting journalism to me. Though 
it stated cold hard truths sometimes hard to take, I heard the 
message that we're all human and that's 0.1<. The responsibility is 




What can we do for a safe planet? 
I have lived in Maine for eight years (originaIly from New York) 
and read your feature on Personal Ecology. I found it educational 
and interesting. Especially the infonnation given on how Iarge 
industries do not affect the ecology as much as the average person 
does. I do not consider myself to be very knowledgeable or active in 
the "Earth Day" movement but I do consider myself to be con-
cerned, open minded, willing to team and eager to do my part in 
"saving the earth." 
What I would like to suggest for future series would be this: A 
simple detailed '1ist" of things people can do: products to useornot 
to use, ways to save, recycle, and ways to prevent pollution and 
damage to the abnosphere, etc .. , It is my opinion that most people 
just don't know what to do and are too busy or to lazy to initiate 
and/or execute measures to ensure a safe planet. If it could be as 
simple as to print a '1ist," something easy to understand and easy 
to follow, people would know exactly what to do and maybe half 
these people would actually do it. At least I know I would. 
Teresa Stearns 
Portland 
VIEWS lUe upirrions. Your views tlrt: here, and sometimes ours. Please be brief 
when you write, tmd pletlse include a plume number (which willMt be 
publishtd) so that 1« am TJOify your Idter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, ME. 04102. 
Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument 
of community understanding. 
February 1,1990 
































Lynda Bany, Brenda Cmndler, 
Mary I..m Crawley, Dare Marsh, 
Hilary McComb Nangle, 
Kelly Nelson, Roland Sweet, 
Dan Tonini, Don Rubin, 
Thmnas Verde,Matt WlII!1'ker 
Casco Bay Weekly 
distributes 20,000 papers free 
of charge e-oery Thursday. 
No person may take nwre than one 
of each issue without the permission 
of Casco Bay Weekly. Additional 
copies of the ~rrent issue and/or 
some back issues may be purchased 
for $1 each at the Casco Bay Weekly 
offia. Domestic subscriptions are 
mailed 3rd class and are $36/year, 
payable in adtxmce. 
Mogul Media, Inc. publishes 
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire ccmlents 
© 1990 by Mogul Media, Inc. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 ctan Street 
Portland. ME 04102 
2077756601 
Casco Bay Weekly is a member 
of the Association of Alternative 
Newsweeklies 
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AT THESE GREAT RESTAURANTS 
AIbertae-Portland Portland Regency-Portland 
The Cannery-Falmouth Snow Squall-So. Portland 
Haraseeket Inn-Freeport T.J.'s-Auburn 
Hugos-Portland West Side Cafe-Portland 
Serving al\ your Retail & Wholesale Pasta Needs. 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30 
THE BLUE MOON 
Restaurant and Bar 
The Blue Moon is a New Moon with a new 
basic philosophy: 
GOOD FOOD & GOOD TIMES 
AT A GREAT VALUE! 
Come in and check out our 
NEW MOON MENU • Great lunch and dinner deals 
including steaks, pasta, stirfrieds, burgers, pizza, and 
much more. Most items under $10. 
DON'T JUST GO OUT - GO TO THE MOON! 
• 
• 
• TIlE BLUE MOON  
425 Fore St. in The Old Port· 871·0663 
~-,~~~~~~~~~~. 
Think 





W!mmWi]W!MM:; No other radio 
station in Portland offers you 
the variety of talk programs available 
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and 
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and 
around the clock on the weekends, 
we explore everything from where to 
plant an herb garden to where to in-
vest for retirement. And throughout 
theday, the WGAN news team breaks 
the stories that become the next day's 
headlines. Want the best news and 
infonnation? There's only one choice. 
But you probably know that already. 
bI~\"d!' ~ I 
Portland's NewsfTalk Station 
Februory 1, 1990 3 
Valentine Ideas 
A Unique Gift for 
Your Unique Valentine 
Sterling Silver Earrings from Bali 
372 Fore Street. Old Port • Portland • 773-6884 
rllentillt fops 
Join the Portland Symphony Orchestra 
for an evening oJ romantic music, 
Wednesday, february 14,7:30 p.m. 
Portland City Hall Auditorium 
With Larry Adams, Muskal Theater Star 
Tickets: $19,$13, $10, $7 
Calf 773-8191 
Lovingly sponsored by Peoples Herilage Bank 
(\PeopIes~Bank 
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
TOSHIYLKI SHI"" .... OA. "-tUSIC OIR£CTOR AND CO"'OI,;CTOR 
Be Our 
Valentine! 
"Be Ours" through February 3 
wi th special reductions on 
• Childrens' Footwear 
• Jewelry Galore 
• Socks & Tights 
• Slippers 
• Bi .. ke~o«k·Footwear 
• • • • • • 
4 Casco Bay Wuldy 
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A channing victorian 
centerpiece with a 
wonderful assortment of 
flowers in a sturdy white 
washed basket for your valen-
tine. A bouquet fun of flowers 
and 
blooming with love. 
3S.00 140.00 1 4S.00 
FTD 
HEARTS AND FLOWERS 
BOUQUET 
A heart-shaped porcelain box full 
of flowers will enchant any 
valentine. It's 
Bure to become a cherished 
~~~~fou,<,,,w for years to come. 
~ Send this bouquet 





Red is the color oflove. A 
radiant vase that win capture 
your lovers heart. 
Filled with an assortment of 
traditional blooms and topped 
with red lacquered hearts. A If!I::. 
special gift for your valentine. ,.... 
Send this bouquet anywhere in 
the country 
2S.00 1 27.50 1 30.00 




A perfect long-stem rose is 
designed in a hand blown etched 
glass bud vase. Add a hugabJe 
plush teddy I<> 
complete this valentine gin.. 






584 Congress Street 
PORTLAND 
774-5946 












• 100'10 "anntH' Machine lested 
• Series I I II PrInters ond Copien 
Inf;loodlng HP, c_, Apple, lIe. 
871-182211-8011-244·1 
;7an"~ /" _"ONN'"'W·.T'/~"J.anes 
wIndows painted .ii 
for y"our ocuslon 
Suzanne· 283-8915 
Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A. . I 
• Reality Therapy Counselor 
• Individual, family & group therapy I 
• Issues of personal growth, depression & addiction 
• Consultant for individuals WIth special needs 
• Private reading instruction - children & adults 
GUITAR s DRUM WORKSHOP 
FOR THE BEST IN GUITAR INSTRUCTION, 
STUDY WITH THE PROS AT PORTLAND'S 
#1 
GUITAR TEACHING FACILITY. 
UPDATES 
McKernan pitches clean-up bill 
GoY. John McKernan took the heat from environmentalists last 
year when he vetoed a river clean-up bill aimed at paper mills. 
Now he has corne up with a river clean-up bill of his own. Willis 
Lyford, a McKernan spokesperson, said the bill is even stricter 
than the one vetoed a year ago. 'The governor thinks it was clearly 
a matter of doing the research and finding there was a better way," 
said Lyford. 
But Bob Carey, a spokesperson for Speaker John Martin - who 
backed last year's vetoed bill- said the difference between the bill 
McKernan vetoed and the bill McKernan is introducing is "negli-
gible." Ron Kreisman of the Natural Resources Council of Maine 
said that "neither last year's nor this year's bill require as much 
cleanup as the council thinks is justified." 
Ganley wants second city hall 
qty Manager Robert Ganley wants to build a second, "off-
peninsula city hall" in Portland's Deering section "to make it 
easier" for people seeking city services. Ganley envisions the city 
constructing a building near the Evergreen Cemetery that would 
also house the Baxter Library, which closed in 1985 and has its 
books in storage now. "The driving force is to get a library out 
there," Ganley said. 
Alongwith the library, Ganley said he would like to see a police 
station in the building. "Cross-trained" city employees could 
provide a range of city services from registering voters to issuing 
licenses and providing basic assessors' information, Ganley said. 
"It's the kind of thing you do when you're in any service busi-
ness," Ganley said. Ganley hopes to allot funds for the building 
from the city's capital improvement budget and to have the city 
hall/library/police station built and operating by the summer of 
1991. 
DEP collects record fines 
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) 
collected $829,325 in fines for environmental violations for fiscal 
year 1989, a 30 percent increase over" the 1988 total of $582,000. 
And the fines for 1990, which is only hall over (the DEP's fiscal 
year begins on July 1) already add up to more than $2 million, 
according to Brooke Barnes, enforcement coordinator for the 
DEP. Barnes said the dramatic increase in fines thus far this year 
result from "cases that have been going on and finally got resolved 
this year." That includes the Portland Water District forking over 
$165,000, Central Maine Power in Augusta forking over $430,000 
and Maine Energy Recovery Co. forking over $300,000. The 
collected fines don't go directly to environmental causes but 
instead go into the general fund. "We'd like to see some of the 
money go toward positive environmental impacts," said Barnes, 
"but it still goes to the general fund." 
Shop In Save recycling bags 
Shop 'n Save is jumping on the recycling bandwagon and 
setting up a plastic bag recycling bin. Environmentally chic shop-
pers can drop their used shopping bags, whether the bags are 
from Shop and Save or not, into a bin. The recycled bags that Shop 
'n Save will now hand out are oatmeal-colored rather thatn white, 
and will be composed of anywhere from 6 percent to 50 percent 
recycled plastic. Anne-Marie Davee, manager of consumer affairs 
at Shop 'n Save, said "people were requesting environmentally 
sound alternatives" at the checkout counter. The bags will be 
shipped to 51. John, New Brunswick, Canada. Sharon Treat of the 
Natural Resources Council of Maine said, "There's still a question 
as to how we want to use our resources," pointing out that 
petroleum is needed to produce the plastic. "I think that re-usable 
bags is the direction we need to go in." Hannaford Brothers Co., 
the Shop 'n Save parent company, is beginning a plastic recycling 
program in all 70 supermarkets it operates in Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachussetts and New York 
Ooops!! 
In the Jan. 25 CBW, U.s. Rep. Joseph Brennan was incorrectly 
referred to as U.s. Sen. Joseph Brennan. 
WEIRD NEWS: 
"'In Newport Beach, Calif., a woman who was awakened by 
snoring coming from under her bed called the police, who arrived 
to find 22-year-old transient Brian Forisso fast asleep under the 
bed. He was arrested on a charge of illegal lodging. 
"'A 20-year-old 51. Paul, Minn., man was awakened when a 
stranger jumped into his bed. Police had stopped theman'scarfor 
speeding, but when he was unable to produce a drivers license or 
identification,. he fled on foot. The woman who owns the house 
says the intruder ran through several rooms trying to hide before 
charging up a staircase and into her son's room. She watched as 
police followed, pulled the intruder out of bed and arrested him. 
Roland Sweet/AllerNe! 
James Connon; C. Edwin Meadows, J. Mason 
Stephen C. Harper at the final NFLS public hearing 
Forest study cut down 
The Northern Forest Land Study (NFLS) as-
signed by the U.s. Congress in 1988 is nearly 
complete. But environmentalists attending a 
public hearing at Michel'srestaurantin Westbrook 
on Jan. 24 had an axe to grind with the study. They 
said the study promotes the timber industry over 
a healthy forest. They also said the report doesn't 
address grand-scale land acquisitions like the 
Diamond International acquisition that precipi-
tated the study, or the Georgia-Pacific Corp:s 
hostile takeover threatof Great Northern Nekoosa 
Corp. that looms over the forest today. 
The Diamond nightmare 
The roots of this study date back to 1982, when 
British entrepreneur James Goldsmith acquired 
Diamond [nternational Corp, a timber company 
with nearly two million acres of forest land from 
Maine to New York. [n 1988, more than one mil-
lion acres of that Diamond International forest 
land was subdivided and sold. 
The Patten Corporation was the most notori-
ous of the developers that divided forests into 
small parcels and sold them through slick real 
estate schemes, taking advantage of legal loop-
holes. The loss of forest land through lucrative 
development deals sounded a warning about the 
future of Northern forest land. That warning was 
heard by the U.S. Congress, which directed the 
U.S. Forest Service, working with the Governors' 
Task Force on Northern Forest Lands, to recom-
mend "conservation and management strategies 
for the forest" by "developing alternative strate-
gies to protect the long-term integrity and and 
traditional uses of the land." 
Barking up trees 
A draft of the NFLS report was written and 
public hearings began in November of 1989. At 
stake are 15 million acres in Maine as well as 
forests in New Hampshire, Vermont and New 
York. Thestudysuggeststimbercompaniesshould 
get capital gains tax relief (a minimal amount of 
taxes on profits from cutting down trees) and tax 
credits if forest lands aren't sold to developers. 
But the tax perks are offered without address-
ing dubious forest practices, Sarah Conly of 
Maine's Sierra Club said at the Jan. 24 public 
hearing. "The forest industry is like a wood para-
site that destroys what it's living on ... We think 
that the study should address such industry prac-
tices as herbicides designed to kill off 'undesir-
able' trees ... industry use of insecticides ... and in-
dustry c1earcutting." 
'The forest must not be seen simply as an 
industrial area," Conley added. "Trees should 
not be viewed simply as timber." 
"We're cutting too goddanm much wood and 
it's got to stop," said Jamie Sayen of Preserve 
Appalachian Wilderness (PAW). "The question 
is: Do we do what we've done for the last century 
-let industry own the state of Maine? Let industry 
dictate what's going on? Or do we stand up and 
say, no, the health of the forest matters. What 
we're saying is it's either evolution or revolution, 
and it's time for the forest to fight back." 
"We got no old growth left," Sayen continued, 
"We got no healthy forests. We got no wolves, no 
cougars, no wolverines. We're in bad trouble. But 
we do have a chance to do something about it. 
Although I've been critical of this report, the 
report has given us an opportunity to wake up 
from our slumber. Because it's us in the audience 
who have allowed the timber industry to get 
away with what they've done." . 
"You can't save trees by letting them stand 
there and grow," said Wayne York, vice president 
of Hancock Lumber Co. of Casco. "You can save 
trees, however, by forest management. .. You let 
them grow, you help them grow and then you 
utilize them ... If you want to see an old growth 
forest, go into a nursing horne. The people are sick 
and dying. That's the same thing you see in an old 
growth forest." York said that his timber com-
pany rarely c1earcuts. 
York and other speakers on behalf of the forest 
ind ustry were less critical and fewer in number 
than speakers from various environmental groups, 
which included Audubon, PAW, Earth First! and 
the Sierra Club. Sportsmen, outdoor enthusiasts 
and others spoke up as well. 
This hearing was the last chance for the public 
to address a panel shaping the report, the last of 
three months of hearings across the four states. 
Facing the attendants was the panel: C. Edwin 
Meadows, commissioner of Maine's Department 
of Conservation; Stephen Harper of the U.s. For-
est Service; and J. Mason Morfit, executive direc-
tor of Maine's chapter of The Nature Conser-
vancy; and James Connors. 
Recu"lng Nightmare? 
Now history threatens to repeat itself as Geor-
gia-Pacific Corp. has waged a $3.8 million hostile 
takeover bid on the GreatNorthernNekoosa Corp. 
Great Northern Nekoosa alleges that Georgia-
Pacific will sell off many of the 2.1 million acres it 
would acquire to finance the dea!, a charge Geor-
gia-Pacific adamantly denies. 
A critique of the NFLS draft written by The 
Wilderness Society said, 'The NFLS was precipi-
tated by large-scale land sales that resulted from 
the takeover of Diamond International. The threat-
ened Georgia-Pacific takeover of Great Northern 
Nekoosa is proof that this trend is likely to con-
tinue. Yet the draft re~rt does not include strate-
gies aimed at dealing with corporate takeovers 
into the future. Furthermore, no documentation 
is provided to indicate that any of the strategies 
included in the report would be effective in a 
takeover situation." . 
A similar critique by PAW said, "The event 
that provoked the creation of the NFLS ... is almost 
entirely overlooked by the NFLS report." 
The panel will consider those critiques, as well 
as the input of the Westbrook meeting, before 
preparing a final NFLS report for Congress. C. 
Edwin Meadows said he expects the panel will 












25% OFF Your Order 
ofWeoding 
Invitations & Stationery 
'I --..,....-~. (0_ " 
'" ~'~--"~ 
<>~...c;;:s 
""""" A Mexican Restaurant 
& 
Watering Hole 
Union Station Plaza 
Fabulous Food • Marqaritas 
from south of the border from out M this world 
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri. 
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444 
• TID Juan's CONCORD, NH • Mar!larlta's ORONO, ME 
Congress Street, 
772-3932 
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail ... 
But now all Gold and Diamonds a,re 25% Off! 
• Stereos • lVs • Musical Instruments 
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 11- 3 
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30, Sat. 9 - 4 
4 STORES TO~ERVE YOU 
498 Congress Street, Portland. 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston 
155 Front Street, Bath - 185 Water Street, Augusta 
uWe buy anything worth buying" 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 
6 Casco Bay Wukly 
The Gavin Power Station Is one of the largest 
coal-fired power plants In the U.S. 
The control room at ~compllcated 
machine that may never operate. 
CB W photos(Tonee Harbert 
Second of a 12-part series. 
Continued from page one 
The last century: big money 
On Sept. 4, 1882, two elephant-sized generators 
stampeded into motion and began supplying electric-
ity to about 50 buildings in lower Manhattan. The 
press called it the dawn of a new era and named in-
ventor Thomas Edison its father. 
In fact, Edison built neither the first electric light 
bulb nor the first electric power system. But on the 
night Edison bathed Wall Street in a brilliant glow, 
financier J.P. Morgan was already at work building the 
inventor's reputation into the empire that would 
become General Electric. Edison's two 6,500-pound 
generators, aptly named after circus elephants belong-
ing to P.T. Barnum, cast a theatrical light on the 
fledgling relationship between Wall Street and the 
power industry: the banks and brokers were to become 
the silent partners in privately-owned electric mo-
nopolies that would prove more successful at generat-
ing capital than electricity. 
For the remainder of the 1800s, the big profits were 
made by the manufacturers of lights and generation 
equipment. A handful of suppliers dominated the 
market, including Edison Electric and a company run 
by railroad brake manufacturer George Westinghouse. 
Meanwhile, the local businesses that actually sold the 
electric power were basically ignored. fn their book 
"Power Struggle: The Hundred-Year War over Elec-
tricity," Richard Rudolph and Scott Ridley described 
the early competition between suppliers of electricity: 
"Out of a belief that maximum competition between 
companies would keep charges low, some city govern-
ments granted franchises to all companies desiring to 
supply electric service. As a result, these cities became 
ensnared in the wires of the new technology. Streets 
were often wired by one company and rewired by 
competing companies. In some commercial districts, 
where demand was high and competition was thick, 
forests of poles with wires appeared on the streets. In 
other districts where the was only demand for a few 
lights in each house, people had no access to electric-
ity." 
In response to such confusion, local governments 
began regulating the sale of electricity. Some formed 
public service companies, which sold electricity to 
consumers at cost. Others granted exclusive franchises 
to private companies, ensuring territorial monopolies 
in exchange for promises of wider service areas. The 
creation of these monopolies attracted th~ interest of 
Wall Street. Protected by regulation and with access to 
nearly unlimited amounts of capital, a handful of elec-
tric barons assembled empires by buying up thou-
sands of these franchises. Ironically, the electric stocks 
floated to finance those empires were in large part 
responsible for the market crash of 1929. 
After building weapons during WWII, the power 
empire was well-prepared to take advantage of the 
new demand for consumer goods at the war's end. 
Futuristic visions of clean, electric cities were fueled by . 
"Live Better Electrically" ad campaigns that promoted 
electric heat and electric kitchens as symbols of ~. 
new prosperity. • 
"Companies making these appliances, such as GE 
and Westinghouse, were, of course, also making the 
equipment for the generating plants," wrote Rudolph 
and Ridley. "Boosting demand on one side of the 
electrical outlet was good business for boosting the 
need for equipment manufacturing on the other. 
Consumers were unknowingly caught in the middle of 
this squeeze." 
The next century: big problems 
The two giant domes of the Seabrook Power Station 
loom larger than elephants on the New Hampshire 
shoreline. Just one hundred years after Edison's 
generators lit up Wall Street, these white elephants 
were threatening to tum out the lights. 
Construction of the Seabrook plant began in the '70s 
and was beset almost immediately by violent protests 
and a voters' referendum against the plant. The 1977 
arrest of 1,400 protestors became a watershed event for 
anti-nuclear activists, who vow the plant will never go 
on line. In the '80s, dramatic cost overruns forced 
Public Service Company of New Hampshire into 
bankruptcy after a court decided the company could 
not pass along rate increases until the plant was on 
line. As the '90s dawn, the protests and court battles 
continue as Seabrook struggles to obtain an operating 
license. 
The power industry has vowed that Seabrook must 
go on line so that the nuclear industry can move 
ahead. Together with the government, they have 
poured more money into nuclear power than was 
spent on the space program and Vietnam war together. 
They had hoped that by now nuclear power would be 
the primary source of electrical generation. Instead, 
there are only 112 nuclear plants working in the 
United States, and nine more under construction. 
Power companies warn that several areas of the 
country, including New England, are running low on 
reserves and will need more power in the '90s. They 
point to the rolling blackouts in Florida during Decem-
ber's cold snap as an example of what's in store for 
much of the country. And even more curiously, the 
power industry has begun to argue that nuclear power 
is environmentally safe. The greenhouse effect, acid 
rain and global warming are being thrown back at 
environmentalists by power industry insiders eager to 
push nuclear power! 
Currently, 64 percent of the world's electricity is 
generated by burning fossil fuels. Coal is abundant 
worldwide, and is the most commonly used fuel for 
electrical generation. But accidents routinely kill 
miners; strip-mining rapes whole ecosystems; and 
sulfur emissions lead to lung disease and contribute to 
acid rain. Oil is the next most popular fuel, although 
known future supplies are limited. Refining crude oil 
consumes energy and emits pollution; transportation 
of crude oil has proven dangerous, especially by sea; 
and oil burning, both for electrical generation and 
automobile use, is a leading cause of global warming. 
Nuclear plants, by comparison, generate only 15 
percent of the world's electrici ty. Convinced that 
nuclear power is needed, the power inclustry is 
gearing up to use environmental arguments to lobby 
their way past the Seabrook debacle. They are banking 
on two developments to win their case: one-step 
licensing and new, "lite" nuclear plants. 
The one-step licensing process is intended to ensure 
that no more plants end up like Seabrook, which got a 
license to build the plant but has yet to obtain the 
second license needed to run it. One-step licensing 
would guarantee that the utility could operate the 
plant, so long as no one can prove that it was not built 
to specification. Meanwhile, Westinghouse and 
General Electric are designing smaller nuclear plants 
that they say will be cheaper (about $1 billion apiece) 
and safer. They would have gravity-fed emergency 
cooling systems and would require 60 percent fewer 
valves and 50 percent fewer pumps and heat exchang-
ers - heavy details to an industry that was nearly 
melted down by a 15-cent valve at Three Mile Island. 
But the new nuke plants would still generate 
~\Uclear waste. And although it's been 40 years since 
the government concluded that private industry could 
not be responsible for the permanent burial of high-
level radioactive waste, all U.S. nuclear plants still 
store all the waste they've ever produced while they 
wait for the feds to find a permanent waste repoSitory. 
The selection of a final dump site threatens to pit not-
in-my-back-yard state interests against the federal 
government in what could well prove to be the most 
divisive state v. federal battle since slavery. 
The answer: bright Ideas 
Last year, Central Maine Power bought 90,000 
funny-looking light bulbs for $14 each and sold them 
for $1 each in order to get consumers to try them. 
Those bulbs will not only save money for their users, 
but will also_save CMP the expense of building an-
other generation facility. 
Called compact fluorescents, the bulbs resemble two 
full-sized Tootsie-Rolls stuck in a light socket and 
painted white. They produce about the same amount 
of light as a 6O-watt incandescent bulb, but use only 
15-watts to do it. One of these bulbs could cut its user's 
electric bill by about $1 a month. But more impor-
tantly, the 45 watts of electricity saved by those 90,000 
bulbs adds up to more than four megawatts of power 
that CMP will not have to generate. That's more power 
than the now-defunct Edwards Dam could generate, at 
far less cost than the controversial Kennebec River 
dam would need to be rebuilt. 
Those funny-looking bulbs are proof that energy 
efficiency can have a much larger, more immediate 
and cost-effective impact of carbon emissions and 
global warming than nuclear power ever could. 
The International Energy Agency concluded in 1987 
that "Investment in energy conservation at the margin 
provides a better return than investment in energy 
supply." When viewed this way, energy efficiency is, 
in itself, a source of power - and one with almost no 
environmental impact. 
Since 1973, the world has "generated" more energy 
through savings than it gained through all new 
sources. According to Worldwatch Institute, efficiency 
now displaces $250 billion worth of oil, gas, coal and 
nuclear power annually in industrial market countries. 
A commitment to conserving energy couls also buy 
time to develop wind and solar technologies. Accord-
ing to the Rocky Mountain Institute, renewable energy 
sources now provide about 12 percent of the nation's 
energy and are the fastest growing component of the 
energy mix - behind conservation. 
As the battle between those who would generate 
and those who would conserve takes shape in the '90s, 
the historical attraction of the power industry to 
capital intensive projects will become critical. Asking 
power companies to support conservation is like 
asking the fox to guard the henhouse. 
"The role of electric utilities has traditionally been 
to produce and sell electricity," explained Dorcas 
Miller of the Natural Resources Council of Maine. 
"The more they sell, the higher their profits - and they 
are regulated on this principle. But this structure does 
not provide utilities with any incentive to support 
programs that conserve energy and decrease de-
mand." 
Until the way power companies are financed and 
regulated can be changed, most conservation remains 
a personal decision. The power companies will gener-
ate less power when individuals and business use less. 
Achieving a sustainable energy policy means thinking 
of conservation as an ends, not just a means. For 
although we as individuals may be able to afford to 
use electric power as we do, our planet can not. 
Monte Paulsen is Editor of Cascv Bay Wukly. He heats his home 
with wood and coal. 
Ft:bruary 1, 1990 
What you can do 
A third of the power sold last year by Central 
Maine Power was generated by nuclear plants. Oil 
plants generated another 17 percent and hydro-
electric another 14 percent. The remainder was 
purchased from New Brunswick and from inde-
pendent generators like Regional Waste System's 
trash-to-energy incinerator. All of these sources 
incur environmental problems of one sort or 
another. Fortunately, many energy-saving options 
exist. There are a myraid of things that individuals 
can to to spare the environment and at the same 
time cut their energy bills. 
Space heating 
"Pass out the caulking guns instead of the M-
16s," says the Rocky Mountain Institute, which 
claims that if the U.S. spent the same amount of 
money making buildings heat tight as it spends 
each year to keep the Middle-East aimed Central 
Command waiting, the resulting energy savings 
would eliminate the need for any Middle East 
imports - making the Central Command unneces-
sary. 
Space heating can account for more than half of 
residential energy use. While it is true that tenants 
have less control over major improvements than 
do homeowners, there are several steps anyone 
living indoors can take. The first is an energy 
audit. You may qualify for a free audit and free in-
sulation materials from CMP. Call 1-800-872-9939 
and see. 
Anyone can use a caulk gun. Warm air escaping 
around windows, doors, electric outlets, base-
ments and other spots can account for a third of 
home heat loss. Attic insulation can also help dra-
matically. Other easy steps: close off and do not 
heat infrequently used rooms, and tum down the 
thermostat at night. 
If you do own your home, switch from electric 
heat. Investigate energy-efficient furnaces, inte-
grated heat and hot water systems, and heat 
pumps. If not, get an energy audit and talk to your 
landlord about steps that would save you both 
money. 
Water heating 
Domestic water heaters are the second heaviest 
users of residential energy. Wrapping a water 
heater with insulation can be done in as little as 15 
minutes and can save you money on your first 
energy bill. Most water heaters have thermostats 
that can be turned down a few degrees without 
any noticeable difference. For not too much 
money, you can have a timed thermostat in-
stalled, which would shut off your water heater 
during times of the day when no one is home to 
use the water. Even easier: wash clothes in cold 
water, take shorter showers. 
lighting 
Electronic ballast florescent lights, like those 
bought by CMP, can pay for themselves within a 
year's time and begin earning savings on your 
electric bill. Even easier: use outdoor lights only 
when necessary, don't light rooms you aren't 
using and get in the habit of turning off lights as 
you leave the room. 
Major appliances 
Many tasks performed by major appliances 
could just as easily be done without them - at a 
savings to both the environment and your budget. 
Washing dishes by hand and hanging clothes to 
dry are easy starters, and can be social activities. 
If you feel you need the six big ones - fridge, 
freezer, dishwasher, range, clothes washer and 
dryer - consider not only the purchase price, but 
~lso the energy efficiency. Most of these appli-
ances will last 15 years or more, and you'll pay 
the purchase price many times over in electric 
bills. Investing in overall efficiency and energy-
saving featUres will payoff. 
Other stuff 
While there are a few appliances, such as 
microwave ovens, that can save power when used 
efficiently, most waste both time and energy. 
Avoid any power tool when a hand tool could do 
the job. 
Televisions, VCRs and stereos are great fun-
but tum them off when not in use. 
Among the worst: garbage disposals, which 
waste water and electricity and put more stress on 
the sewage treatment system. Composting makes 
much more sense. 
Citizen action 
Urge you state legislator to push for regulatory 
and rate policies that reward power companies 
for power conserved - and penalize them for 
failing to support conservation efforts. 
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Haddock wi Fresh Tarragon 
& Sweel Maine Shrimp 
$8.95 





58 Pine Street 773-8223 
many styles 
some as low as $150 
mattre,.sses 30% off 
(.. Ll' ca 
totJ~~ 
_ tit, IfftWre 
showroom: 
9 Foden Rd., So. Portland 
Near Maine Mall· 775-4312 




Call in Portland: 
Live call in show with Mayor Clenott 
Topic: Portland School System (1 hr.) 
USM Closeups: . 
The new director of Women's Studies 
(112 hr.) 
People Helping Peop'le: 
Reading to children (R) (112 hr.) 
The Future and How We Get There: 
Partners in leadership (112 hr.) 
The Psanry: 
French Folk Music (R) (1/2 hr.) 
Mass from Holy Martyrs - Sun. at 
a.m. 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-
varies in Gorham. 
: -I oj -;: -J= ::: :1 : ;1: :!: :1 :: ; I .: 1 
146 Ocean St., South Portland 
TeL 799-SAVE 
Used & Out-oC-Print Books 
We buy hooks, too. 
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4 
Other times by chance ... 
Stop in for a few minutes, 
or browse for hours, 
Enjoy! 
;:: : . " •. + : - -I .' :~ " I ; 1-:. 
The Mad Hatter's Tea Party 
a festival of arts & fun for the whole family 
February 9, 10, 11 
at The Ramada Inn - Portland 
Tattoo. airbrush. portraIture. 
screenp"nt • photography. grapMtogy 
music & comedy. tattoo beauly contest 
awards & prizes 10 student artists 
For DelaUs Contact Mad Hatter Associates, Inc. Phone: 207-934-4090 
AT caw WE'RE 
ALKING 
PERSONAL 
Starting February 8, 
with each Casco Bay 
Weekly 'Person to 
Per~on' ad, you may 
also place a 'Talking 
Personal', FREE of 
additional charge. 
'Talking Personal' is a 
great way to share 
more about yourself & 
to learn more about the 
people who respond. 
It's also faster than by 
mail. Watch the Casco 
Bay Weekly Classified 
section for detai Is. 
Think 





~[11m~mmtrifi@t~ Jim Crocker 
and Bruce Campbell are Port-
land's favorite morning radio team. 
Why? Because they put a grown-up 
perspective on the events and issues ' 
of the day. And because their sup-
porting cast includes Maine's best 
radio news staff, award-winning 
sportscasts, the most accurate 
weather forecasts, the country's only 
Australian astrological prognosti-
cator and a guest list that reads like a 
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a 
month-we're sure it will change the 
way you start your day! 
lJo1\'r1~' : I 
Portland's Newsrralk Station 
Rock 61 roll 
confidential 
By Dave Marsh 
Sticks and stones 
"Someone handcuffed me and yanked me off 
the car. Blood was running down my face and 
neck. I could not see or hear anything. They 
marched me to a tent. A cop named M. Ro-
driguez told me to sit down. I demanded an ex-
planation. She screamed 'Sit the fuck down!' 
and pushed me over a cot." This was Robert 
Bellinger's description in the Village Voice of 
being arrested merely for standing outside Shea 
Stadium in New York while trying to hear the 
Stones concert on Oct. 26. Only a few weeks 
earlier, a Grateful Dead fan was beaten to death 
at the Meadowlands by security guards_ 
These incidents paint quite a different 
picture of police/rock & roll relations than the 
one in F.B.I. assistant director Milt Ahlerich's 
infamous letter to Priority Records, where he 
made the unsubstantiated claim that N.W.A.'s 
music fosters anti-cop violence. While many 
have defended Ahlerich as merely taking a 
"professional" stance, the F.B.I.'s musical 
agenda was made clearer Dec. 7 when they 
refused to tum over their files on John Lennon 
to author Jon Weiner. The Bureau compiled the 
files as part of an attempt to deport Lennon and 
they still claim that the 17-year-old documents 
can't be released without "compromising 
national security." 
Aerosmlth 
The first two singles from "Pump," "Love in 
an Elevator" and "Janie's Got a Gun," forcefully 
raise a question: What makes Aerosmith so 
great? Four reasons, most of them having 
something to do with their obvious role model, 
the Rolling Stones. 
1. Aerosmith's been together, with no 
personnel changes, for almost 20 years. They're 
tight. The individual players aren't as good as 
Keith Richard or Charlie Watts, but as a group 
they're often their equals. 
2. They got started in the '70s, not the '60s. 
The '60s, for reasons real and imagined, are so 
meaningful in pop culture that the bands whose 
identity is wrapped up in that decade always 
have to explain themselves. Mick Jagger got so 
hung up on such questions that he had to write 
"It's Only Rock & Roll (But I Like It)." Aeros-
mith answers the question by ignoring it, since 
those who decide such things have decreed the 
'70s meaningless. If Aerosmith does have an 
answer, it's "Let the Music Do the Talking," a 
song so ferocious it makes "It's Only Rock & 
Roll" sound tame by comparison. 
3. The Stones took directly from blues and 
R&B and did a great job of it. But, for all its 
raunchiness, the blues is very sophisticated and 
adult. When the Stones moved away from it, 
there was an obvious and very jarring gap in 
their development. Coming at the blues second-
hand through the Stones, Aerosmith was free to 
leave out the subtle parts and craft the sound 
they've stuck with through thick and thin. 
4. Aerosmith project themselves as both their 
fans' fantasy (rock stars) and as the fans them-
selves. When Steven Tyler makes love in an 
elevator, he's doing it in the middle of a group 
of pompous yuppies witl) a woman who's 
obviously above his station. He's "workin' for 
the boss man" but later in the song it looks like 
he's gonna become a millionaire for no particu-
lar reason. The contradictions are dealt with by 
turning up the echo on the drums. The very real 
questions of the relationship between rock stars 
and fans, enough of a problem to stop the likes 
of John Mellencamp dead in his tracks, are just 
blurred until they're out of the picture. 
Aerosmith doesn't shirk from the implica-
tions of this approach, either. On "Janie's Got a 
Gun," they describe the right of an abused girl 
to kill her father as matter-of-factly as they 
would ask a pretty girl to "walk this way." The 
Stones' gun song -"Heartbreaker" - was great 
but the story was told from a detached point-of-
view, like a TV report. On "Janie's Got a Gun," 
the members of Aerosmith are the eyewitnesses 
that TV reporters interview. 
So, while the Stones are still able to rock 
effectively (almost everyone I know was 
knocked out by the Steel Wheels show), Aeros-
Dan Merrill, Steve Boutet, Dana Cobb and JIm Goodrich 
Cornerstone's well-polished pop 
Corner.;tone has played for seven years as one of 
the area's top circuit acts, entertaining audiences 
from Presque Isle to White River Junction, Vt. Now 
the Portland rockers are breaking away from the top 
40 cover.; that have supported them and are releas-
ing their first CD "Foundation" on River Records. 
The band was founded in 1982 by lead singer / 
guitarist Dan Merrill and drummer Dana Cobb. 
Steve Boutet on keyboards and back-up vocals writes 
the band's songs with Merrill. Jim Goodrich covers 
the low end on bass. 
When they started out, Cornerstone played acous-
tic and fusion rock covers like Steely Dan, but the 
clubs weren't satisfied. Merrill reflects, "We got 
kicked out of a couple of clubs for not playing 
enough top 40. They wanted music that was dance-
able and familiar." In order to make a living they 
had to play top 40. 
Corner.;tone had little trouble climbing the ranks 
of circuit bands. Their show was electric and the 
high energy permeated the clubs they played. They 
worked their way up to a five-piece band with a 
three-man crew. Now the players are fewer. Power 
lead guitarist Bill Phillips recently left the band to 
pursue a music career in Hollywood, but the change 
isn't as drastic as it would be for some bands. "I'he 
direction that we're heading in musically doesn't 
require as much power guitar work," Boutet points 
out. 
In 1986, Cornerstone released a single "If You 
Really Want Me." The record received limited air-
L 
mith seems better poised to make a run through 
the '90s. To hear how much momentum they've 
built up, you need to make a tape. Not just the 
obvious warhorses (although I still can't get 
enough of "Train Kept A Rollin"'), but "Combi-
nation," "Sick As a Dog," "Hoodoo," "Draw the 
Line," "Uncle Salty." If you know this stuff, 
you're already smiling. If you don't, it's time to 
go shopping. 
Music in the laboratory 
Alicia Evans, a piano teacher in Sidney, Ind., 
wrote a college paper earlier this year entitled 
"Does Music Matter to Animals?," in which she 
played a variety of music for two different 
groups of dairy cows. One group gave more 
milk while listening to Beethoven, the other 
gave more while listening to Kiss's "Love Gun." 
While the results were inconclusive, they still 
disappointed Evans, who said "I wanted 
country music to win." 
But while Evans had her preconceptions, she 
allowed the facts to win out. That's a lot more 
than could be said for the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association (JAMA), which 
published" Adolescents and Their Music" in 
September, an article that may go down in 
history as the ''Reefer Madness" of the pro-
censorship movement. Authors Elizabeth 
Brown and William Hendee (only one of whom 
even claims to be a doctor) trot out all the anti-
rock cliches while quoting Alan Bloom as an 
expert and make the unbelievable assertion that 
regular watching of television is preferable to 
music of any kind. 
The censorship zone 
The Pennsylvania House of Representatives 
play on some local radio stations at a time when any 
airplay for a local band was considered a blessing. 
The band's manager Mark Lourie states, 'There 
wasn't much motivation to record back in '86. Radio 
was sewed up tight with programming restrictions. 
The climate of radio is a little different now. DJs are 
taking note of the great quality of local recordings 
and programmers are lightening restrictions 
slightly." But Cornerstone's music falls into the 
commercial pop-rock category, and it is almost 
impossible for a local band to get airplay on a com-
mercial hits radio station unless listener requests 
barrage the station. 
"Foundation" is the product of a relationship be-
tween Cornerstone and Tom Blackwell of Studio 3 
in Portland. It is a technically advanced recording 
stacked with sampling and mortared with digital 
effects. There are no livedrumsontherecording, but 
the digital drumming is programmed by Cobb. 
Though the influences vary, the sound of the music 
is a monument to the pop/rock that these guys have 
been playing for the past seven years. It is extremely 
well-polished, mainstream pop trowelled after the 
likes of Richard Marx or Bryan Adams. "Founda-
tion" packs nine songs onto a CD or cassette and is 
available at local record stores., 
Corner.;tone is having a record release party at T-
Bird's in Portland on Feb. 7. Earlier in the day, they 
appear on WMPG's (FM 90.9) Behind Bars show at 
1 p.m. 
Dan Tonini 
has passed, by a 3-1 margin, a bill that would 
jail any retailer who sells an "offensive" album 
without a warning sticker that must be inserted 
under the shrink wrap on the album cover itself. 
(How broadly can this be enforced? Several 
major pressing plants are located in Pennsylva-
nia). Frank Pistella, one of the lawmakers who 
voted against the bill, predicts that the trend 
toward states intervening in pop music will 
create a crazyquilt of laws that will make it 
impossible for record labels to do business, with 
the result that the federal government will step 
in to mandate uniform standards. The bill's 
sponsor, Ron Gamble, wants blood. He de-
clares, "it's unfortunate we can't do more than 
just label the stuff." 
The good news is a counterattack against the 
censors is beginning to take shape: A number of 
Pennsylvania college radio stations banded 
together to fight the labelling bill. Meanwhile, 
RRC subscriber Gary Gahagan has formed 
Armstrong County Citizens Against Censorship 
to combat both the legislature and highly-
organized local tyrants (Box 278, Freeport, P A 
16229). Wade Weisser, a veteran musician, 
made a presentation on censorship to more 
than 100 high school students at Central High 
School in Rapid City, South Dakota in mid-
November and received an extremely enthusi-
astic reception as he read from "You've Got a 
Right to Rock." Afterwards, 20 students de-
cided to start an anti-censorship club. Major 
stories on music censorship will appear early in 
the new year in both Rolling Stone and the Los 
Angeles Times. 
Excerpted from R.ock & R.oll ConJidnltUiI. Subscriptions 
are $24 a year from Box 15052, Long Beach, CA 90815. 
SMART 
BODY 
Julie Brocalo • Skip Robinson 
Personal Trainers 
(207) 767-3047 
F,brwtry 1, 1990 
The intelligent 
approach to total 
fiIDe88 for the '90s. 
Achieve your New 
Years' 6tne86 goals 
the Smart Body way, 
We specialize in 
the development of 
custom workoulA for 
group" or Individuals 
and teenage 61ne88 
classes. 
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Rock! Reggae! Blues! Progressive! 
Sound Alternatives 
buys, sells, and trades 
new and used Records, 
Tapes and CDs. 
This year 
put some real muscle 
in your resolution. 
""' RACKEr, "rNESS 
Center 
Formerly 
The Tennis Racket 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
2445 Congress St. 
Portland 
IZ07) 775-6' 88 
AMADEUS 
MUSIC 
uncommon records, tapes & C.D.'s 










25A Forest Ave. 
Sponsored by 
Casco Northern Bonk 
• What's art and what's 
commercial? The Union of 
Maine Visual Artists considers 
the status of art photography in 
a program at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Amphitheater of the USM 
Portland Campus Center. 
Arthur Fink, Leigh Kelly, Jay 
York, Anna Kissed and other 
local photographers are partici-
pating. Photographers and 
other interested people are 
welcome. The program is free. 
For more information, call 797-
3711. 
• Punster and columnist 
Richard Lederer speaks on the 
marvels of the English Lan-
guage at 7:30 p.m. in the Rines 
Meeting Room of the Portland 
Public Library in Monument 
Square. The public lecture is 
part of the library's Centennial 
Celebration. For more informa-
tion, call 871-17!x) ext. 758. 
Maine Audubon Society is 
offering a workshop, "Counter-
Top Ethics: Shopping for a 
Better Environment," designed 
to introduce consumers to 
"supermarket ecology," the art 
of buying food and supplies 
that are good both for people 
and the environment. The 
course begins tonight and con-
tinues for the next two Thurs-
days, 7-9 p. . at the Maine 
Audubon Society'S Gilsland 
Farm, 118 US Route 1, Fal-
mouth. The cost is $30. For 
more information, call 781-2330. 
• Portland Museum of Art 
docent Judy Goodwin discusses 
the aesthetic and cuI tural 
elements, including comics, that 
influences pop art. Two gallery 
talks are being given in conjunc-
tion with the PMA's current 
pop art exhibit tonight at 5:15 
p.m. and tomorrow at 12:30 
p.m. at the PMA, Congress 
Square, Portland. The talk is 
free with museum admission. 
For more information, call 775-
6148. 
• William Shakespeare's 
"Cymbeline" receives a rare 
performance this weekend and 
next at USM Portland. The play, 
set in Britain during the reign of 
Augustus Caesar, portrays 
Cymbeline the king, his daugh-
ter Imogen and her lover 
Posthumas in a romantic 
adventure tale. "Cymbeline" is 
presented by Port Star Produc-
tions, which staged Robert 
Anton Wilson's "Wilhelm Reich 
in Hell" last year. Performances 
are Feb. 2-4, 9-11, Friday and 
Saturday at 7:30 p.m., Sun at 2 
p.m. at Luther Bonney Audito-
rium. Tickets are $5 general 








February 3 ... 
• From clavichord to three 
chords: Bernard Brauchli 
performs a clavichord recital 
featuring music by Frescobaldi, 
J.5. Bach, C.P.E. Bach, Handel, 
Haydn and Mozart at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Chapel of Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Tickets are 
$4 for adults, $2 for seniors, and 
are available at the Events 
Office, Mo'ulton Union. For 
more information, call 725-3151. 
• The Lemonheads, one of 
the hottest college-radio station 
bands, probably know more 
than three chords, but their 
music is rooted in the fast, loud 
and simple tradition of Boston 
post-punk. The Lemonheads 
join the local band Lars Vegas 
for a show at the Tree Cafe, 45 
Danforth St., Portland. For more 
information, call 774-1441. 
• Love and madness and 
whatnot. 
If music be the fruit of lave, 
play on; 
Give me excess of it, 
that surfeiting, 
The appetite may sicken, 
and so die. 
Shakepeare's "Twelfth 
Night" is Portland Stage 
Company's next production. 
The cast of PSC's contemporary 
interpretation of "Twelfth 
Night" is composed of the 
graduating class of the Julliard 
School's Drama Division. 
Original music for the play has 
been composed by Tom Caban-
iss, who composed the music 
for PSC's production of "The 
Hostage" and "Hard Times." 
The show is in previews tonight 
at 8 p.m., tomorrow at 2 p.m., 
Tuesday and Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. The play open Feb. 8 and 
continues through Feb. 25. For 
ticket information, call 774-0465. 
• Jorma Kaukonen of Jeffer-
son Airplane and Hot Tuna 
takes the stage for one hot show 
at Raoul's,865 Forest Ave., 
Portland. His other Portland 
performances have been sell-
outs. Get your tickets early, 773-
6886. 
• Different diversions: Ra-
phael's and Little Willie's 
present Murder Mystery 
dinners during the month of 
February. Actors from Mad 
Horse Theatre Company join 
other local thespians in a "film 
noir" style mystery melodrama. 
Audience members are encour-
aged to dress in '4Os styles 
clothing, play suspects or 
detectives and watch for clues 
during a four-course meal. For 
reservations and ticket informa-
tion, call 773-4500. 
• Rolling Stone said Roger 
Manning's vocal style was like a 
''bratty teen in detention hall." 
Bratty, perhaps, because he 
doesn't talk the nuevo-folky 
line. In 'The Lefty Rhetoric 
Blues," Manning songs "Lefty 
folksinger rhetoric has such a 
boring ring/They make me 
sick/They overSimplify every-
thing ... " Manning takes the 
stage tonight at the Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth St., Portland. For 
more information, caLI 774-1441. 
Calendar design/Sally L. Brophy 
Columnist Ichard Lederer discusses 
the peculiarities and complexitIes 







-FOOD -EMPORIUM · 
CAlZONE (stuffed pizza) 
$3.25 
FISH N' CHIPS wi haddock, 
coleslaw & tarter sauce 
$3.95 
166 Cumberland Ave - Portland 
Mon.-Thurs. 11-10 pm 
Fri. & Sat. 11-10:59 pm • Closed Sunday 
• It's a Monday night in-
February. Aren't there any 
dustballs to pick up? 
• Portland Symphony Or-
chestra presents a concert for 
kids featuring Darius Milhaud's 
"The Chimney of King Rene," 
which describes in music the 
events of one day at the King's 
favorite picnic spot today at 
9:30, 10:30 and 11 :30 a.m. at the 
Atrium & Convention Center in 
Brunswick. For reservations, 
call Debby Hutton at 666-3811. 
The ensemble performs Feb. 7-8 
at 9:30, 10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. at 
the Italian Heri tage Center in 
Portland. For reservations, call 
Marianne Greenlaw at 799-5551. 
Tickets are $2. 
• "Fine Art Dressing," a 
fashion show of handmade art-
to-wear clothing, accessories 
and jewelry is underway 
tonight at The Portland Club, 
156 State St., Portland. Over 30 
designers, whose work ranges 
from leather dresses to hand-
painted evening gowns, will 
exhibit their fashions. AIl items 
will be for sale. The festivities 
begin with a boutique and light 
supper from 4:30-7:30 p.m., a 
fashion show at 7:30, fol-
lowed by shopping and 
coffee. The event is 
sponsored by the 
Maine Crafts Asso-




$20, $12 for 
Ca 1/ 774-7414 36M ARK E T ST. • P 0 R TL AND • 7 73 - 4 5 0 0 
students. For more information, 
contact Sherry Miller at 772-
0890 or Mimi Dunn at 871-7063. 
• Puccini's opera "La Bo-
heme" comes to a Portland. The 
opera portrays four artists 
living in Paris' Left Bank in the 
early 19th century. The New 
York ety Opera National 
Company, which brought "The 
Barber of Seville" to Portland in 
1987, performs "La Boherre" at 
8 p.m. in Portland ety Hall 
Auditorium. If your Italian's a 
bit rusty, the opera is performed 
with English subtitles. Tickets 
are available through the 
Portland Concert Association. 
For more information, call 772-
8630. 
• USM's first jazz week (or 
"jazz three days," to be exact) 
kicks off tonight with a tribute 
to Thelonius Monk performed 
by the Gary Wittner Quartet. 
Monk's music will be inter-
preted by Wittner on guitar, 
Dave Dempsey on saxophone, 
John Hunter on bass and Steve 
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is at 8 p.m. in Corthell Concert 
Hall, USM Gorham. It is free 
and open to the public. For 
more information, call 780-5256. 
• And for something a little 
different, c.J. Chenier, the late, 
great Oifton Chenier's son, 
takes the stage with the Red 
Hot Louisiana Band at Raoul's, 
865 Forest Ave., Portland. For 
ticket information, call 773-6886. 
• Jazz near and far: Maine 
Bones, an ensemple featuring 
four trombonists -Don Doane, 
Scott Reeves, Tim Sessions and 
Mark Manduca - takes the stage 
at 8.p.m. in Corthell Concert 
Hall, USM Gorham. Tickets are 
$7/$4. For more information, 
call 780-5555. 
• Up north, the 
Archie Shepp Quartet 
performs at 8:15 p.m. 
at Bates College 
Chapel, Lewiston. 
Schepp leads his 
band on saxophone 
with his distinctive 




pianist Walter Davis 








Nuevo folk. Roger 
Mannl"..g plays Feb. 4. 
...... . . .. " . . .. 
THE-MOVIES " 
JAN 31-FEB 4 WED-FRI 7,9 
SAT-SUN 1,7 
A DRY WHITt .~£4)91i 
[R] 
FEB 3-6 SAT-SUN 3,9 
MON-TUE7,9 
t;ANNES fiLM FESTIV.l 1981 JURV 'All[ 
10 Exchan St. Portland 712·9600 
Tickets are $8/$5. For more in-
formation or reservations, call 
786-6135. 
• Art isn't always on the 
wall. Sometimes it shows up on 
biceps and triceps, pectorals 
and quads, deltoids and but-
tocks. A three-day convention 
of tattoo artists, The Mad 
Hatter's Tea Party, takes place 
this weekend at the Ramada 
Inn, 1230 Congress St., Port-
land. The weekend comes to a 
close Sunday afternoon with the 
Tattoo Beauty Contest. Registra-
tion for booths and dinners 
must be received by Feb. 5. Ad-
mission at the door is $6. For 
more information, call 934-4090. 
• Pianist/composer William 
Bo1com and mezzo-soprano 
Jean Morris join the Portland 
Symphony Orchestra for a per-
formance of popular American 
tunes tonight at 8:30 p.rn. and 
tomorrow at 3 p.m. in Portland 
City Hall Auditorium. The duo 
performs songs by the Gersh-
wins and Irving Berlin and are 
well-known for their interpreta-
tions of 19th and 20th century 
American music. Tickets are 
$25, $21, $15 and $10. For more 
information, call 773-8191. 
• k.d. lang and the reclines 
corne east for a show at Bow-
doin College. Lang might fancy 
herself to be the reincarnation of 
Patsy Oine, but she has lead 
country music out of the back-
woods and brought it into the 
limelight. Show time is 7:45 p.m. 
in Morrell Gymnasium at 
Bowdoin. Tickets are $13 and 
are available locally at The 
Record Exchange on Exchange 
Street. For more information, 
call 725-3151. 
Shakespeare's 
"Twelfth Night" opens 
this week at Portland 
Performing Arts 
ClPntlPr. See / 
Feb. 3. ~ 
1 2 Casco Bay Weekly 
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I k.d. lang & the reclines i 
I:. with special guest i 
Sat. Feb. 10,7:45 pm - Morrell Gym 
I Bowdoin College Campus - Brunswick 
I i Tickets $13 
l Available in Brunswick - Bowdoin College Events Office, 
l MacBean's Music in the Tontine Mall 
l Portland - The Record Exchange I For Info. or to charge by phone: 725-31518:30 - 5:00 M-F 




CHECK OUT OUR WEEKNIGHT SPECIALS: 
• Sunday - Guys Night Out Night. 
• Moonday Night - Specials for restaurant, bar or 
hotel employees and students. 
• Tequila Tuesday - Especiales y musica por todos 
de nuestros amigos. 
• Wednesday - Women's Nigh. 
• Thursday & Friday - Happy Hour 5-8 
MUSIC, DANCING & MOONSHINE 
7 NIGHTS A WEEK • NO COVER 
THE MOON DANCE CLUB 








Ticket Info. TI3-6886' Entertainment Hotline TI5-2494"1I11 
. CBW LISTINGS 
LI.tlng. must be ... c.iv.d In writing by 12 noon the FrI ... y prior to publlc.tlon. 
Ann Slt_r. C.sco B.y W_kly. 187 CI.rk St .... t. Portl.nd O4t02 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
Alw.y. Steven Spielberg's latest movie 
stars Holly Hunter and Richard 
Dreyfuss in fantasy-adventure about a 
pilot who dies in a crash and retums as 
a ghost to help another pilot. 
Annl. Albert Finney plays Daddy War-
bucks and Carol Burnett is the awful 
Mis s Hannigan in the movie based on 
the hit musical version of the classic 
comic strip. The movie is shown in con-
junction with the Portland Museum of 
Art's cartoon art exhibit. 
Blaz. Paul Newman plays Govemor 
Earl Long. the last of Louisiana's dy-
nasty of Longs. who was attacked by 
his political foes and the press over his 
affair with the stripper Blaze Starr. The 
movie is one of the more entertaining of 
the season. Paul Newman's character 
is rough, pitiful and sexy . Lolita Davido-
vich is as sultry as a Louisiana night. A 
wonderful sound tracks reminds us that 
we're on Bourbon Street and in the 
bayous of Louisiana. 
Bom on the Fourth of July Oliver 
Stone's ("Platoon" and "Salvador") 
second Vietnam movie isaboutayoung 
man from Long Island, who loses faith 
after he returns from the war para-
lyzed. The movie is based on Ron 
Kovic's book about his experience. 
(Kovic helped Stone with the screen-
play.) The most powerful imagery in 
the movie evokes the contrast between 
how midde America viewed the war 
and what was actually happening in 
Vietnam and Washington . In one scene, 
Kovic (Tom Cruise) and a friend from 
high school - the only one who went 
and returned from Vietnam - talk about 
the horror they saw. The friends are 
talking at the picnic table in the back-
yard as Kovic's mother turns on "Laugh 
In" inside. Tom Cruise does O.K.. but 
the best scenes are the one in which 
Stone uses Cruise's image as the focal 
point of the scene and Cruise doesn't 
have to act at all. 
Brlghtne.. Souleyemane Cisse's 
movie is set in Mali in the time before 
the Europeans arrived. It tells the story 
of a boy who flees his father, who 
wants to kill him because he believes 
the son's power will one day equal his 
own. The boy's mother gives him a 
magic crystal and sends the boy to his 
uncle. The movie won the Jury Prize at 
Cannes in 1987. 
Driving MI •• D.I.y Bruce Beresford's 
("Breaker Morant") version of Alfred 
Uhry's prize-winning play stars Mor-
gan Freeman and Jessica Tandy. The 
story is about the evolving relationship 
between a Jewish widow and her black 
chauffeu r. The movie is a metaphor for 
old age: slow and beautiful, sharp but 
not all there. The film's beautiful pho-
tography compensates for the pieces 
that are less than engaging. 
A Dry Whit. Se •• on There is no ab-
solution for white guilt in Euzhan Palcy's 
movie. Set in South Africa in 1976. a 
white Afrikaans schoolteacher, Ben 
(Donald Sutherland), receives a rude 
political awakening when the son of a 
black friend is arrested and his vague 
liberalism becomes a determination to 
right a wrong . The movie includes a 
fabulous performance by Marlon 
Brando as civil rights lawyer Ian McK-
enzie, who loses every case he fights 
against the government. but there's no 
question of his conviction: McKenzie 
moves slowly and with exacti ng credi-
bility, as if physically pained by the 
charade that is South African law. 
Ev.rybody Win. Puzzling mystery 
scripted by the playwright Arthur Miller 
stars Nick Nolte and Debra Winger. 
No~e plays a private eye whose big 
reputation in a small Connecticut city is 
never explained. Winger is a schizo-
phrenic who hires Nolte to prove the 
innocence of a young man convicted of 
the murder of a local doctor. Winger's 
involvement in the case is the mystery; 
her schizophrenia is the enigma. The 
movie poses as many questions as it 
answers. 
F.bulous B.k.r Boy. Jeff and Beau 
Bridges play show biz brothers in this 
sultry love story about two cocktail 
lounge performers who hire Michelle 
Pfeiffer to spice up their act. 
O.Jln DirectorTizuka Yamasaki's movie 
portrays Japanese immigrants who 
participate in Brazil's booming coffee 




Maine Mall Road, S Ponland 
774-1022 
•• 11. (III 
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Nickelodeon 
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The Movies 
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All limes through Thursday: caM ahead 
for Friday'S changes 
_I lIorglle.IPGI 
etwt.tma. V.catlon IPG-13) 
7, 9, weekend mats .11 1. 3 
Sid Potrol (PG) 
7:15, 9:1 5. weekend mats at 1 :15, 3:1 5 
L_ Who'. Talk"'g (PG·.31 
7. 9, weekend rnat6 at " 3 
Tongo & Cooh (III 
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Portland Museum of Art 
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11m Qont'YI G.t You Suck. 
Feb 2. 7:30 and 19 pm 
Smith Auditorium, s ins Hall 
C.rrl. 
Feb 2. 12 mldnl~hl 
Sm ~h Auditorium. SIUS Hall 
Holtywoocl st.,rn. 
Feb:!. 7-:JIJand 10pm 
Sm~h Auditorium. Sins Hall 
Wild Itr.wbenl •• 
Feb • • 3pm 
Kresge AucJtor ium. VISUal Ans Center 
USM Portland 
Latin American Film Festival 
Luther Bonney Auditorium .pacem_ 
Fobl.7pm 
Ooj'" 
Feb 8. 7pm 
Int.mal Affal,. Richard Gere plays a 
well-respected L.A. cop. who is under 
investigation for criminal activities. The 
movie also stars Andy Garcia and 
Nancy Travis. 
lracem. Jorge Bodansky's movie is 
set in Brazil in the 70s. It tells the story 
of an Indian girl who leaves the forest 
for the big city . 
A_ro Raul Julia stars in the title role 
as Archbishop Oscar Romero, who 
was assassinated in El Salvador in 
1982 for his position against govern-
ment abuses. The movie chronicles 
the man's work and developing moral 
conviction that he could not remain 
blind to what was taking place around 
him. 
St_1 Magnoli •• This three-hanky tear 
jerker is about a group of Southern 
women who keep their men in check 
and meet in the local beauty parlor to 
gossip. Shirley Maclaine throws off her 
new-age persona and plays the neigh-
borhood sourpUss ("l'm not crazy; I've 
just been in a bad mood for 40 years: 
she remarks). Dolly Parton is the local 
hairdresser, who delivers one-liners 
with aplomb. Sam Shepard plays Par-
ton's endearing but worthless husband. 
who spends his free time lying in bed 
watching football, drinking beer and 
smoking filterless cigarettes. Sally Field 
gets to act the film's one dramatic 
moment, which comes about after 
you've been sobbing for 10 minutes or 
so. and when it seems the movie will 
never end. The movie has Its moments. 
but it is too predictable. 
St.11a Bette Midlerplays a single mother 
raising a daughter conceived during a 
brief affair with a man who returns later 
to play Daddy. John Goodman co-stars 
as the good guy who always been 
around. 
... 
Tremo,. KeVIn Bacon and Fred Ward 
play handymen in a small desert town 
tormented by giant underground earth-
worms. The highlights of the movie are 
country singer Reba McEntire as a 
gun-wielding female Marine type and 
the tendency of the giant earthworms 
to splatter when they're destroyed. 
V.lmont Director fo.1ilos Forman's in-
terpretation of the 1 7th centu ry novel 
· Les Liaisons Dangereuses" by Chad-
erlos de Lados is the second sa'een 
version of the story produced in the last 
two years. The story is about the friend-
ship of Valmont (Colin Firth) and the 
Marquise de Merteuil (Annette Ban-
ning) and begins with their plan to 
seduce and corrupt the young maiden 
Cecile. The story's manifold interpreta-
tions represented in literature, on stage 
and on the screen, are a resu~ of the 
story's unsettling statements on sex 
and morality. Forman, who directed 
'One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest" 
and "Amadeus: said he wanted to give 
life to laclos' characters, who are rev-
eled in Laclos' book in series of letters 
in which they boast and manipulate 
each other. The screenplay is by Jean-
Claude Carriere. who has worked with 
Bunuel. Louis Malle and Jean-Luc 
Godard. Carriere remarks "The char-
acters ' behaviors seem too real to us, 
perhaps because we fear we are ca-
pable of behaving similarly " 
W.r of the A_ .. Kathleen Turner 
and Michael Douglas play a married 
coupfe in trouble. Danny DeVito directs 
and narrates the movie, using lots of 
film noir cliches to add suspense to the 
plol. Basically, Turner's character falls 
out of love with Douglas and proceeds 
to make his life hell. The movie has 
some funny moments, but the ending 
is moralizing and disappointing 
Wh.n Harry M.t S.lIy Meg Ryan 
and Billy Crystal play on-and-<>ff ac-
quaintances, who challenge the sup-
position that men and women cannot 
be friends. This isn·t a movie that gets 
one thinking about the meaning of 
modern relationships, but it is thor-
oughly enjoyable. The short segments 
of interviews with married couples add 




B.rry"Arvln Young B.nd and 
N.v .... Be.ch (rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown SI., Portland. 761-2506. 
Carol & the Chann.,. (rock) Old 
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 
774-0444. 
Inspecto ... (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave., Portland. 773-Q886. 
O.ry Wittner (acoustic) Lillie Willies , 
36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500. 
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor. 
700 Main SI.. S. Portland. 774-6151. 
No A •• I Nelghbo,. (rock) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickell St, S. Port-
land. 767-4027. 
The Chosen (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lin-
coln St, Biddeford. 284-9283. 
FRIDAY 2.2 
The Lemonhe.d. and La,. Vega. 
(rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth SI., 
Portland. 774-1441. 
Scruffy the Cat and True Non.B .. 
lIev .... (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commer-
cial SI., Portland. 774-3550. 
C.rol & the Chann_ (rock) Old 
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton SI., Portland. 
774-0444. 
The Wild H •• rt. and Crab D.ddy 
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown SI. , Portland. 
761 -2506. 
Aztec Two"St.P (acoustic rock) 
Raoul's, 665 Forest Ave., Portland. 
moS886. 
Aockln' J.k. .nd tM RolI.r 
eoa.t_ (blues) Bruno's, 33 India, 
Portland. 773-3530. 
M.x.c.1I A_. (acoustic) Squire Mor-
gan's , 46 Market St , Portland. 774-
5246. 
No A •• I N.lghbo ... (rock) Spring 
POint Cafe, 175 Pickett SI. . S. Port-
land. 767-4027 
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 
700 Main SI.. S Portland. 774-6151. 
Scott Oakley (jazz) Little Willies, 36 
Market SI.. Portland 773-4500. 
C.rtoon (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln 
St. . Biddeford. 284-9283. 
SATURDAY 2.3 
D.I.y Cheln and B.chelo,. of Art 
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown SI.. Portland. 
761 -2506. 
B'rry"Arvln Young B.nd and N .. 
v.... B •• ch (rock) Dry Dock, 84 
Commercial SI.. Portland. 774-3550. 
Jonn. K.ukonen (rock) Raoul 's, 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6686. 
D.v. M.II.t (folk) Tree Cafe, 45 Dan-
forth SI. , Portland. 774-1441. 
C.rol • the Chann.,. (rock) Old 
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton SI., Portland. 
774-0444. 
Rockln' J.k. .nd the RolI.r 
Co •• t .... (blues) Bruno's, 33 India, 
Portland. 773-3530 . 
M.xac.1I R_. (acoustic) Squire Mor-
gan's. 46 Market SI., Portland. 774-
5246. 
No Ae.1 N.lghbo... (rock) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett SI., S. Port-
land. 767-4027. 
The Look (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 
700 Main SI. , S. Portland. 774-6151. 
Scott Oakl.y (jazz) Little Willies, 36 
Market St. Portland. 773-4500. 
Cartoon (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln 
St, Biddeford. 284-9283. 
SUNDAY 2.4 
The Blue Aoot. (blues) 4 pm, Gritty 
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. 772-
2739. 
Aoger M.nnlng (folk) Tree Cafe, 45 
Danforth SI., Portland. 774-1441. 
Acou.tlc BI .... Jam (blues) 7 pm at 
Unde Billy's, 60 Ocean SI.. S. Port-
land. 767-7119. 
D.... Trtbesmen (reggae) Raoul's. 
665 Forest Ave .• Portland. 773.s886. 
B.lt.k (rock guitars) Geno's, 13 Brown 
SI. , Portland. 761-2506. 
Pop Chronlcl .. (rock) Old Port Tav-
em. 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-
0444. 
MONDAY 2.5 
Open J.m (whatever) Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave., Portland. 775-2494. 
Pop Chronic'" (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton SI., Portland. 774-
0444. 
Twins (movie) Squire Morgan's, 40 
Market St, Portland. 774-5240. 
TUESDAY 2.8 
TIm Ferrell. Michael A.lldn .nd 
K.vln Shone (comedy) Little WiIHes, 
36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500. 
Mlk. D.hany (acoustic guitar) Gritty 
McDuff's, 396 Fore SI.. Portland. 772-
2739. 
Itctl_ Cult ... (reggae) Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441. 
The Whigs (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown 
St, Portland. 761"2506. 
M.gazlne (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moulton SI. , Portland. 774-0444. 
WEDNESDAY 2.7 
Co_tone (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. 
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040. 
Aed Light A.~ (r&b) Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773oS686. 
011 Scott.H.ron (poetry set to music) 
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth SI., Ponland. 
774-1441 . 
David Ooulet .nd A_ Simmons 
(cabaret) Little Willies. 36 Market St., 
Portland. 773-4500. 
M.gazlne Jrock) Old Port Tavem. 11 
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlk. Night (rock) Geno's, 13 




The Cult (rock) 7 :30 pm, Cumberland 
County Civic Center. For more infor-
mation. call 775-3458. 
Portl.nd Conc.rt A •• oci.tlon is 
sponsoring a residency by Allan McMur-
ray, conductOr of the Symphonic Band 
and Wind Ensemble at the University 
of Colorado. McMurray conducts a 
public concert at 7:30 pm in Portland 
City Hall Auditorium. For more Infor-
mation. call 772-8630. 
FRIDAY 2.2 
Portl.nd String Quart.t (chamber) 
Marc Johnson. cello , and Richard 
Young, viola, of the Vermeer Quartet, 
join the Portland String Quartet for a 
performance of Schubert's Quar-
tettsalz, Mozart's Quartet in G Major K. 
387 and Brahms' Sextet NO.2, Opus 
36. Concert is at8 pm at the Immanuel 
Baptist Church. 156 High SI.. Portland. 
Tickets are $11. $5 for students and 
seniors and are available ,at Gallery 
Music. Starbird Music and by calling 
761-1522. 
Clavichord Aeclt.1 (classical) Music 
by Frescobaldi, J.S. Bach, C.P.E. Bach, 
Handel, Haydn and Mozart performed 
by Bernard Brauchli 7:30 pm in the 
Chapel, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. 
Tickets are $4 for adults. $2 for seniors, 
-available at the Events Office. Moulton 
Union. For more information, call 725-
3151. 
SATURDAY 2.3 
Pinetop .--rld.,.. Hubert Sumlin 
.nd Big D.ddy Kinsey (blues) 
Southem Maine Blues Society pres-
ents a concert at 8 pm in the USM 
gymnasium in Portland. Tickets are 
$10 for adults. $8 for students and 
children under 12 are free. Tickets are 
available at the door and in advance at 
Cumberland Electronics, Sound Alter-
natives, Amadeus Music and Enter-
prise Records in Portland; New Eng-
land Music in Scarborough, Midtown 
Music in Biddeford and Record Rende-
vous in Kennebunk. For more informa-
tion, call 871-0425. 
Portl.nd Bra .. Qulnt.t (classical) 
Music by Bach -J.S., his family . friends 
and impersonators - at 8 pm at the 
Center for The Arts at the Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washington St.. Bath. 
Tickets are $10 for adJlts, $8 for chil-
dren and seniors. For more informa-
tion. call 442-8455. 
SUNDAY 2.4 
Woodford. Congr.g.llon.1 
Church Chanc.1 Choir (classical) 
Guest artists Bonnie Scarpelli , Sharon 
Junken and Peter Allen join the choir. 
accompanied by a string orchestra, in 
works by Bach, Mendelssohn, Franck, 
Vaughn Williams and Schubert. Con-
cert is 4 pm at Woodfords Church, 202 
Woodforels SI., Portland. Donations 
accepted. 
Portl.nd Bra .. Quintet (classical) 
One of the area's most versatile cham-
ber music en sembles perform at 2 pm 
at City Theater in Biddeford. Tickets 
are $8 for awlts, $6 for seniors and 
children. For more information, call 282-
0849. 
TUESDAY 2.8 
The Moxl. Men (acoustic rock) 5 pm 
in the USM Portland Campus Center. 
Free and open to the public. For more 
information, call 780-4812. 
UPCOMING 
Ibrahama Camara (African music and 
dance) Feb 8,8 pm in Pickard Theater, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion, caH 725-3151 . 
Archl. Shepp Quart.t (jazz) Saxo-
phonist Shepp performs Feb 9, 8:15 
pm at Bates College Chapel, Lewiston. 
Admission is $81$5. For more informa-
tion, call 786oS135. 
Boicom & Morrt. (showtunes) Pian-
istand vocalist perform pieces from the 
American musical theater with the PSO 
Feb9 at8:3O pm and Feb 10at3pm in 
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tickets 
are $25, $21 , $15 and $10. For more 
information. caH 773..a191 . 
k.d.l.ng.nd the reclln .. (country) 
Feb 10, 7:45 pm in Morrell Gymna-
sium, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. 
Tickets are $13, available at Record 
Exchange, Portland. For more infor-
mation. call 725-3151. 
STAGE 
Androcl ... nd the Lion The Chil-
dren's Theatre of Maine returns with a 
performance Aesop's fable Feb 3 at1 0 
am at Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM 
Portland. Tickets are $4 at the door. 
For more information. call 854-0389. 
Once Upon • M.tt..... Musical 
based upon the fable 'The Pnncess 
and the Pea" performed by the Port-
land Players through Feb to at Thaxter 
Theater, 420 Cottage Rd., South Port-
land. Performances are Fri-Sat at 8 
pm, Sun at 7 (except Jan 21 at 2 :30 
pm) . For ticket information. call 799-
7337. 
Morocco Allan Havis' play is a mystery 
that explores issues of politics. terror-
ism, relationships and sexuality pre-
sented by Mad Horse Theater Feb 1-
25 at 955 Forest Ave .. Portland. Per-
formances are Thu-Sat at8 pm, Sun at 
7 pm . Tickets are $10-$14. for more 
information, call 797-3338. 
Shakeep ....... "Cymbelinew pre-
sented by Port Star Productions Feb 2-
4. 9-11 at Luther Bonney Auditorium, 
USM Portland. Cymbeline is king of 
Britain during the reign of Augustus 
Caesar, who is under pressure from 
his people and revolts against Rome. 
Performances are Fri-Sat at 7 :30 pm, 
Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $5 general 
admission , $3 for students and sen-
iors. For more information, call 775-
0514. 
Tw.lfth Night Portland Slage Com-
pany presents Shakespeare's roman-
tic comedy Feb 3-25 at the Portland 
Performing Arts Center. 25A Forest 
Ave .• Portland. Preview performances 
are Feb 3 at 8 pm, Feb 4 at 2 pm, Feb 
6-7 at 7:30 pm. Regular run perform-
ances are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm. Fri at 8 
pm, Satat5and9 pm and Sun at2pm. 
Tickets are $7-$21 . For more informa-
tion, call 774-0405. 
Murder Myst.ry Night. Members of 
Mad Horse TheatreCompanyandother 
local thespians present a "film noir" 
style murder mystery at Raphael's and 
Little Willies, 36 Mari<at St., Portland. 
Audience enjoys a four-course meal as 
they play suspects and look for clues. 
Mystery Night will be held on four 
Sundays, Feb 4-25. For reservations, 
call 773-4500. 
La Bohem. New York City Opera Na-
tional Company performs Puccini's 
opera Feb 8, 8 pm in Portland City Hall 
Auditorium. Tickets are available 
through the Portland Concert Associa-
tion. For more information, call 772-
8630. 
Portl.nd Sc'-I of B.llet hosts 
auditions forthe Boston BalletSchool's 
Summer Programs - Children's Sum-
mer Workshop and the Summer Dance 
Program for older students. Auditions 
will be held Feb 3 althe Portland School 
of Ballet, 341 Cumberland Ave., Port-
land. Auditions for the Children's Work-
shop are at 2 pm; Summer Dance 
Program at 4 pm. For more informa-
tion, call 772-9671. 
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Southern Maine Blues Society/WMPG 90.9 FM 
Proudly presents ••• 
Chicago Blues Revue 
-Pinetop Perkins Hubert Sumlin Big Daddy Kinsey 
Saturday, February 3-8 pm 
USM Gymnasium (Portland) • Adults $10 • Students $8 
12 yrs & under w/adult free. 
Advance tickets: Cumberland Electronics, Enterprise Records, 
Amadeus Music, Sound Alternatives, New England Music, 
Midtown Music, Record Rendezvous 
Tickets also available at the door. 
SCRUFFY THE CAT 




Frl. &: Sat. Feb. 9 &: 10 
Ski Lovers - After a great day 
on the hills, relax with a cool 
bottle of Busch beer. Amaz-
ingly, EIGHT mem-
bers of the same 
family once played 
in the National Foot-
ball League at the 
same LimeL . .In the 
NFL in the early 
years, there were 
eight players named 
Nesser - seven 
brothers and the son 
of the oldest brother! 
Busch Beer 
brewed with all natural in" 
gredients. It is a smootli. re-
freshing beer. When you head 
for the mountains bring a 
twelve pack or suitcase of 
Busch beer. The store to re" 
plenish your supply of Busch 
beer 'ust may be a little dis-
tant from your mountain 
SKI 
TIME! 
cabin. Which current football 
player had an undefeated rec-
ord as a profeSSional boxer, by 
scoring six victories, 
including five knock-
outs with no losses? 
... Answer is Dallas 
Cowboys defensive 
lineman Ed (Too TalI) 
Jones who boxed 
professionally in 
1979. If you don't 
think times have 
changed in football, 
look at this ... When 
one of the great foot-
ball coaches of all-time, Pop 
Warner, coached the University 
of Georgia in 1896, he received 
a salary of $35 for the whole 
seasonL .. And, he led them to an 
undefeated season! Beer is a 
good part of the good life --
Drink responsibly! 
The Southern Maine Blues 
Society for bringing 
Pinetop, sumUn and Kinsey 
to Southern Maine 
13 • 
, • Casco B"y Weekly 
FRI/FEBRUARY 2/9PM 1$5 
ooyou.re Invited 10 the stupendous Ground Hog • Hoe-Down 
~ wl'lour hosts 
THE LEMON HEADS 
and your pagan ritualists 
LARS VEGAS 
SST Recording Artist 
ROGER 
MANNING 





interesting I unusual 
affordaple gifts 
from the stein gallery 
GERALDINE 
ANTIQ U E WOLF 
&ESTATE JEWELRY 
Tues. - Sat II 5 
26 MILK STR EET 
PORTLAND. MAINE 0 41 01 
207 · 774 ·89 94 
Same Day Service for 
Dry Cleaning & Shirts 
(Monday rhru Friday) 
Triple Load Washers $2.50 
& MORE 
(~ our ad nu t week!) 
JtaA~tMtt$ 
Zippy Steamer for 
Wrinkle Free Clothes! 
Fully anended to assist you. 
Comer of State St. & Pine St. 
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ART 
Naive art 
Brazilian Naive Art is on exhibit 
at the Art Gallery of the University 
of Southern Maine's Gorham cam-
pus through Feb. 15. Organized as 
part of the University's 1989-~ 
Convocation "Worlds m Flux: Latm 
America" the exhibit is an interest-
ing and c'omprehensive c;ol1ectio~ of 
40 works by eight Brazilian artists 
recognized as masters in their field. 
Art that is executed m a two-
dimensional folk style is called naive 
art. Brazilian naive art takes its forms 
and ideology from Africa, India a~d 
Europe. Through works that are.ht-
eral and rich in color these artists 
have embraced the tradition, yet their 
works show talent and originality. 
Ivan Moraes' works are ornate 
depictions of women. Set in the fore-
ground, the w?men wear intricately 
painted and tailored lace~owns. The 
background is Just as detaIled. These 
works are based specifically on the 
Afro-Brazilian religion practiced in 
Bahia. The lace costumes are a tradi-
tional Bahian dress, and the land-
scapes are based on 18~h and 19!h 
century depictions of Rio as seen m 
engravings. . . . . 
Although the most Simplistic m 
composition, the most advanced of 
all the folk artists is Gerson. In the 
artist's primitive use of ch~acteri­
zation the works appear naive. But 
there exists a mysterious quality and 
a quiet that evokes a more sophisti-
cated feeling. '1slanders" shows one 
man and two women perched and 
staring out at the viewer. Th~artis~s 
rendition of the human figure IS 
basic. All the features of the figure 
are the same in each: the nose, eyes, 
mouth. Only hair and dress differ. 
But in their vacant and hypnotic 
stares, each is deep in philosophical 
thought. The composition isgeomet-
ric and the palette primary. His work 
is surreal. 
The other six artists' work is just 
as unique as those above. l~ you are 
interested in folk-art the tnp out to 
Gorham is well worth it. It is notable 
that the university is recognizing 




R.m_ C.f. Book.to ... , 555 Con-
gress St. . Ponland. ' College' by Andres 
Verzosa Feb I-Mar 1. Opening recep-
tion Feb 1, 6-9 pm. 775-1514. 
Albert.'. C.r.. 21 Pleasant St.. Port-
land. Group show Feb I-Mar 15. fea-
turing the work of Jennifer Peck. Lynne 
Brunelle. David Busch. Joyce Dolley. 
Mary Jane Egan. Brian Hoye. Nels~n 
Lowry. Joyce Roessler. Jamie 
Salamon. Abigail Spring and Andres 
Verzosa. Opening reception Feb 3. 12-
3 pm. 775-1514. 
Icon Art Gall.ry. 19 Mason SI.. Brun· 
swick. Exhibit of paintings by Dean 
Richardson. award-winning painterand 
facully member of the Rhode Island 
School of Design. Feb 4-Mar 3. Open· 
ing reception Feb 4, 2-6 pm. 442-8128. 
AREA G.II.ry, USM Portland Cam-
pus Center. 'The Prairie Years. 1970-
1990' features mixed media works by 
Patricia DuBose-Duncan depicting the 
vanishing grasslands of the Midwest 
Feb 7-Mar 16. Opening reception Feb 
9. 5-7 pm. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-9 
pm. Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090. 
F.O. B.n.y Antlqu.rI ..... 141 
Middle St. . Ponland. "Tomorrow's 
Antiques: original designs. in hand-
crafted jewelry by Susan BICkford of 
Yarmouth from Feb 7. Opening recep-
tion Feb 10, 12-3 pm. Hours: MOn-Sat 
9 am·5 pm. 774-1479. 
AROUND TOWN 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Con-
gress Square. Portland. Hours: Tue-
Sa~ 10-5; Sun, 12-5 ; Fr~onThursday 
evenings. 5-9. Traditions in American 
Landscape (through Mar 11); Miniature 
Inkwells (lhrough Feb 12). Great 
American Comics: 100 Years of Car-
toon Art an exhibit of approximately 
100 original comic strips drawings. 
tearsheets and other artifacts (through 
Feb 18). 77~148. 
AlNlc_ G.n.ry. 44 Exchange St., 
Ponland. American Crafts and Fine 
Jewelry. Hours: Mon-Satl0 am-6 pm, 
Sun 12-5 pm. 772·4880. 
B.rrldoffG.I ........ 26 FreeSL. Port-
land. New work by Chuck Thompson, 
Wenat Turner and Richard Wilson Feb 
2-24. 772-5011 . 
B.yvlew Gall.ry. 75 Market St, Port-
land. Recent paintings by John Holub 
and woodcuts by Carroll Thayer Berry 
through Feb 24. Hours: Mon·Sat 10 
am-6 pm. 773-3lXJ7. 
Co ...... $qUII ... G.llery. 594 Con-
gress SI.. Portland. New works by Jill 
Hoy and Robert Pollien through Feb 
12. Hours: Mon-SatlOam-5 pm. 774· 
3369. 
De.n V.I.ntp. G.llery. 60 Hamp-
shire St .. Ponland. Recent paintings by 
• Robert Winchell through Feb 18. Hours: 
Thu 5-9 pm. Sat·Sun 12-5, and by 
appointment. 772-2042. 
Ev .... G.II.ry. 7 Pleasant St.. Port-
land. Platinum and palladium prints by 
Jed Devine through Feb 10. Hours: 
Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 11 -5. 879-
0042. 
Good Egg C.f • • 705 Congress St.. 
Ponland. 'Three Dimensional Wall 
Hangings" by Nicole Peter Fell through 
Mar 1. 775-1514. 
Greenhut C.II.rI_. 146 Middle SI., 
Ponland. Unique artwork by local art-
is ts : George Uoyd, Bill Irvine. GI~nn 
Rennell. Mimo Robinson. Jo Spiller 
Baychar through Feb 27. Other gallery 
artists include Altman, Ganter. Gor-
man Richardson and others. Hours: 
Mon:Satl0:30 am·5:30 pm. 772-2693. 
T ... M.i.,. Emporium. 85 York St. . 
Ponland. Works by Ponlandartists Tho-
mas Connolly. Ilene Elowitch and Mike 
Porter though Feb 25. Hours: Thu-Sat 
11 am-6 pm, Sun 12·5 pm. 871 -0112. 
P.yson G.II.ry of Art. Westbrook 
College. 716 Stevens Ave., Portland, 
Selections from the Weslbrook Col· 
lege Photography Collection and Se-
lections from the Permanent Collec· 
tion through Feb 11. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 
am-4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 
797·9546. 
Portl.nd Public Llbl'llry, Monument 
Square. Portland. 'Solitary. Bridge'-wa-
tercolor paintings by Bemle Beckman. 
Hours: Mon. Wed. Fri 9 am·6 pm; Tue, 
Thu 12-9 pm; Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871· 
1710. 
Portland School of Art, Baxter Build-
ing. 619 Congress St. Ponland. 'Pho-
tographs by Paul D'Amato" through 
Feb 16 at The Pholo Gallery (Hours: 
Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm. Fri 8 am-5 pm. 
Sun 11 am-4 pm); 'Prints as Process' 
Jan 29-Mar 10 at The Baxter Gallery. 
(Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm. Thu 10 
am-7 pm. Sun 11 am-4 pm). 
St.ln G.II.ry Cont.mpor.ry 
C ..... 20 Milk St. . Ponland. Glass 
artwork by Robert Willson through Feb 
28. Mon-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm. Closed 
Tue and Sun. 772-9072. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin CoII.ge Museum of Art. 
Brunswick. 'John Ruskin. 1819-1900: 
Drawings and Watercolors" through 
Mar 4. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm. 
Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275. 
E ...... nt. G.II.I')', 56 Maine St, Brun-
swick. 'Fumiture Makers," group show 
of contemporary and traditional fumi-
ture and accessories by Maine wood-
workers and other artists through Mar 
8. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Sun· 
days by appointment. 729-1108. .. 
USM Art G.n.ry. Gomam. BraZilian 
Naive Art. featuring 40 primitive paint-
ings by eight Brazilian artists recog-
nized as masters of the genre through 
Feb 15. Gallery is open Sundays. 12-4 
pm. 780-5409. 
OTHER 
A ... W. H.vlng Fun V.t? Bill Griffith, 
creator of 'Zippy the Pinhead: dis· 
cusses his work In a lecture Feb 1 , 7:30 
pm at the Ponland Museum of Art. 
Congress Square. Free and open to 
the public. For more information. call 
775-6148. 
John 1.11 F • .".'. "Athens" Gallery 
talk Feb 7 at 1 pm and Feb 11 at3 pm 
in the Walker Art Building. Bowdoin 
College. BrunSWick. Free andopen to 
the public. For more information. call 
725-3151. 
F.O, B.II.y is currently soliciting work 
from artists in and around New Eng-
land fortheirnewgallery. Walk~n inter-
views on Wednesday afternoons from 
1 :30-4:30 pm. Artists should bnng 
slides. transparencies. photographs or 
other samples of their work. ApPOint-
ments can be scheduled by calling 
Pegeen Sgammato at 774-1479. 
AIt.rnatlv. Mediums iSH.O Visual 
and performance arthappening to raise 
money for AIDS research and sUPport 
Mar 29 at Alberta's Cafe and Zootz In 
Portfand. Organizational business 
meeting every Wednesday at 8 pm 
through Mar 29 at Zootz. 31 Forest 
Ave .• Portland. 
SENSE 
Fri .... of Tibet Local human rights 
group forming and petition drive unde!-
way concemed with human nghts In 
China and Tibet. For more information, 
call 283-0811 or write Maine/NH 
Friends of Tibet, 112 Graham St.. Bid-
deford,04005. 
T ... Art of Archlt.ctul'IIl BIogI'II' 
phy Franz Schulze speaks Feb 1, 8 
pm in Beam Classroom. ViSUal .Art 
Center Bowdoin College. BrunSWick. 
Free ~d open to the public. For more 
information, call 725-3151 . 
Sout"'m M.I.,. Appl. U_ ... 
Croup Macintosh meeting 'Telecom· 
munications" Feb 1, 7 pm at Coastal 
Compuler, 487 Forest Ave .• Portland. 
Women Bu.I.,... Ow.,.... .of 
G .... t.r Portl.nd Monthly meeting 
Feb 1 at the Maine ManagementGroup. 
Royal River Cen ter: Rt. One. Yarmouth. 
Topic is how to wnte an effec.tlve bro-
chure for your business. Fee IS $6:50. 
For reservations or more Informabon. 
call Becky Erickson at 761-0041. 
H.llfI ... : A Journey from Hlro, 
.hlma First film in a documentary film 
series at Bowdoin College Feb 1. 7:30 
pm in Kresge Auditorium. Visual .Art 
Center Bowdoin College. BrunSWICk. 
Free ~d open to the public. For more 
information. call 725-3151. • 
Opening T ... Door to C .... tivlty 
Multi-media workshop uses art maten-
als as a vehicle for risk taking, playing 
and to gain new perspectives Fridays. 
Feb 2-Mar. 9-12 am. No previous art 
experience is necessary. For more In· 
formation. call 829-5750. 
Our Story v.. HIs-Story Political 
activist Veda Monday speaks Feb 2. 
7:30 pm in Beam Classroom. Visual 
Arts Center. Bowdoin College. Brun· 
swick. Free and open to the publIC. For 
more information. call 725-3151. 
Opel'll Prevl.w Mary Hunter, associ-
ate professor of music at Bates. gives 
a free preview of Puccini's opera 'La 
Boheme" Feb 3, 2-4 pm at the Ponland 
Public Library and Feb 4.2:30-4:30 pm 
in Chase Hall Lounge at Bates. 'La 
Boheme' is being performed Feb 8 at 
Ponland City Hall Auditorium. For more 
information. call the Ponland Concert 
Association at 772-8630. 
DI.t.nt 1.11 ... Series of slide presen-
tations on Africa and the South Pacific 
presented by Malora Gregory. 'African 
Village Life in Remote Tanzania. With 
artifacts" Feb 5.7 pm at the Community 
Center. South Portland Gaedens. Se-
ries is sponsored by WINGS. For more 
information. call 772·2287. 
Todo. Santo.: Th. Survlvo ... 
(1989) directed by OliVia Carrescia 
shown as part of the Cultural Survival: 
Native American on Film series Feb 6. 
7:30 pm in Kresge AuditOrium. Visual 
Arts Center. Bowdoin College. Brun· 
swick. Free and open to the public. For 
more information. call 725-3151. 
A Cuban Exl" In Am.rlc. Liana 
Alvarez. a Cuban exile who came to 
the U.S. in 1980 when she was 15. 
speaks on her experiences before and 
after her emigration Feb 6. 12 noon In 
Rooms B and C of the USM Ponland 
Campus Center. The talk is free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion. call 780-4440. 
P_try R •• dlng Series begins with a 
reading with the Spindleworks poets -
AI Miller, Stephen Petrof. Gary Law· -
less and friends - Feb 7. 12 noon at the 
Theater Project. 14 School St. . Brun-
swick. Open to the public. Donation. 
For more information, call 729-5083. 
T •• cMn on EI S.lv.dor Day-long 
series of events on the civil war in EI 
Salvador and the U.S: s role there. 
Guest speakers, panel discussions. 
films. music. literature, poetry and 
people for EI Salvador Feb 7 at the 
Portfand and Gorham campuses of 
USM and Lewiston-Aubum College. 
Events are free and open to the public. 
For more information. call 780-4440. 
... m_ .... yc.·.Technlque.ofEx-
c_. Fritz Senn. director of the Zurich 
James Joyce Foundation. speaks Feb 
7. 7:30 pm in Beam Classroom. Visual 
Arts Center. Bowdoin College. Brun· 
swick. Free and open to the public. For 
more information. call 725-3151. 
Oppo.ltlon In E •• t G.rmany: T ... 
Rol. of N.w Forum Hartmut Mach-
tel. spokesman for the East German 
opposition group New Forum. speaks 
Feb 8, 7 pm in Daggett Lounge. Wen-
tworth Hall, Bowdoin College. Brun-
swick. Free and open to the public. For 
more information. call 725-3151. 
T ... Political Novel Agnes Bushell. 
author of 'Shadowdance" and the po-
litical novel 'Local Deities: will discuss 
the issues of truth and falsehood in the 
novel . the question of autoblOQraphical 
elements in fiction. the subUe but per-
vasive censorship of 'subversive' work 
and the genesis and intent of her own 
novels in a talk Feb 8, 7 pm at Thomas 
Memorial Library. 6 Scott Dyer Rd .. 
Cape Elizabeth. Free and open to the 
public. For more information, call 799-
1720. 
Meaning of movement 
Neil Greenberg & Dancers 
danced to the hum of ceiling fans 
in the tall chapel at the State Street 
Church this past weekend at the 
second performance in Ram Is-
land's Dance Around Town se-
ries. Ram Island Dance Artistic 
Director Daniel McCusker 
brought Greenberg here from 
New Yorkbecausehelikes Green-
berg's "unusual mixture of wit, 
elegance and strong concern for 
formal structures." 
The first work, "MacGuffin or 
How Meanings Get Lost," began 
with Greenberg dancing by him-
self for about 15 minutes. His 
movements alternated between 
telling us something and getting 
us to crack a smile. Words flashed 
on a screen behind Greenberg 
offering an array of possible 
meanings to his movements. It 
seemed to poke fun at the idea of 
reviewing dance as if one could 
state what a particular movement 
or sequence of movements meant. 
When Sondra Loring and 
Christopher Batenhorst joined 
Greenbergtheirpresencewasdis-
tracting at first. But they eventu-
ally blended in and Batenhorst 
drew laughs for his dance while 
wearing a fake moustache. Bor-
l rowing the term "MacGuffin" from Alfred Hitchcock, Green-
The illusion of s.p.l'lltlon PSI Sym-
posium inVites Kevin John Higgins to 
discuss oneness from a spiritual/sci-
enbficperspective, blind obedience and 
the SUbconscious mind. the will and its 
role in the soul's evolution. and immi 
nent planetary changes and their effect 
on mankind Feb 11 . 7·9 pm at the First 
Parish Church. 425 Congress St.. 
Ponland. For more information, call 
766-5887. 
berg wove mystery, suspenseand 
disguises into this energetic and 
enjoyable 35-minute dance. 
The second work, "Branches, 
Swords, Flowers, Spears, Rib-
bons," was a preview of a new 
work to debut in New York this 
spring. Theearliertrio was joined 
by Kristy Santimyer. The four 
dancers moved moremelodicaUy 
in this piece, sometimes in uni-
son, sometimes mirroring each 
other. Movements were repeated 
throughout both dances, just 
enough to be familiar but not to 
the point of looking like a re-
hearsal. The objects named in the 
title are swung about, unceremo-
niously discarded and swung 
about again later. After a stomp-
ing finale, the swords and sticks 
end up in a heap on the floor, the 
dancers backs to the audience. 
Greenberg himself has a chal-
lenging presence heightened by 
his wide-<>pen eyes that never 
seem to blink and his sweat-wild 
hair. Greenberg' s work is strik-
ingand memorablewithaquirky 
sense of humor. It does more to 
provoke thought than evoke feel-
ings. The absence of music, facial 
expressions and physical contact 
diminishes its affectivity. But it 
sure leaves your head full of 
dance. 
KElly N,JSOII 
D.nc. fOf" Th. He.rt Volunteers are 
being sought to participate in a three· 
hour low-impact dance-exercise ex-
travaganzaFeb 10. 10am-l pm. Dance 
for The Heart is sponsored by the Inter· 
national Dance Exercise Association 
and the Portland Regency Health Club 
to raise funds for the American Heart 
Association'S cardiovascular research 
and eductation. Registration is Feb 10. 
9:30 am. For more information. call 
Kristina Napolitano at 871 -7054. 
Good D.y M.rk.t Co.ap.l'lltlv. 
Annu.1 G."'I'III M_tlng Feb 25. 
2-4 pm at Williston Wesl Church. 32 
Thomas St.. Ponland. Call 772-4937 
after 8 pm for more information. 
C LO C K Free T.x A .. I.t.nc. for S.nlo ... American Association of Retired People in cooperation with the IRS offers free 
H.blt.t for Humanity is a non·proflt 
housing ministry dedicated to helping 
people improve their living conditions. 
Habitat needs a volunteer construction 
site supervisor who can offer orienta· 
tion and instruction to groups of sum· 
mer workers. Volunteer must possess 
home construction knOW-how and have 
the ability to work well with many types 
of people. Work requires start up be-
tween 8 and 10 am each day. and 
check-in later in the day. Training with 
the Building Committee will be held 
before summer. For more information. 
call the Center for Voluntary Action at 
874·1015. 
E.rth D.y 1980 is lOOking for volun. 
teers to work in a downtown office 
helping to coordinate statewide activi-
ties and projects. Phone answering. 
mailings. some typing or computer 
wOrk. filing etc. are some of the duties 
involved. For more information. call the 
Cenler for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
Osteop.thlc Hosplt.1 is looking for 
a volunteer to work in ItS gift shop. On-
the·Job training is offered. The shop 
needs an attendant on Saturdays from 
10 am·2 pm and Monday. Wednesday 
and Friday evening from 5-8 pm. For 
more information. call the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
assistance to people over 60. People 
can bring tax package, statements of 
eaming and income and any other tax 
related information to the nearest tax-
help location. For more information. 
call 1-800-424-1040. 
T.x H.lp Walk-in assistance Mon-Fri . 
8:30 am-4:30 pm at Mall Plaza. S. 
Ponland. Phone help: State Income 
Tax. 1-800-452-1983; Federal Income 
Tax. 1-800-424-1040. 
Free To B. G.y AI.non Group meets 
Tuesdays. 6-7 pm. beginning Feb 6, at 
Williston West Church, Thomas Street. 
Ponland. 775-6327. 
P .... n .. Anon}'mOlIS is a self-help 
program for parents undergoing daily 
stress with their children and who are 
seeking help to develop better parent-
ing skills. You can contact PA in Port· 
land at 871-74 11 . All meetings are 
free, confidential and informal. 
T ... F.mlly CrI.l. S ... It.r provides 
weekly women's support groups in 
Ponland and Brunswick offering mu-
tual support and education for women 
who are and have experienced vio. 
lence in their relationships . For loca-
tions and meeting times. call FCS at 
874·1197. 
T __ ge Women'. Support Group 
meet every Wed. 6-7:30 pm For mpre 
information. call Ilene or Lisa at 81>5· 
1355 days. 
Dlvorc .......... ctlv •• is a group for 
people considering or facing problems 
of a divorce or breakup of a relation-
ship. The group meets every Wednes-
day - 52 weeks a year - at 7:30 pm at 
Woodfords Congregational Church, 
202 Woodfords SI., Ponland. Donation 
is $1.50. 
WINGS Singi. P.rent Support 
Group meets Thursdays. 7·9 pm at 
the Community Center. South Port-
land Gardens. MacArthur Circle. S. 
Ponland. For more information. call 
772-2287. 
Credit COu .... llng Cent_. Inc. 
is a non·profit family financial counsel-
ing center. Thecounselors provide pro-
fessional counseling to families need-
ing guidance in money management. 
in family budgeting. and in the wise use 
of credit For a confidential interview, 
call 878-2874 or 1-800-882-2227. 
Voung F.t...... Progr.... at the 
Ponland YMCA. 70 Forest Ave .• offers 
a support group for young fathers every 
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups 
are held on the second Tuesday of 
each month. For more information. call 
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221 . 
T... AIDS Project, 22 Monument 
Square (fifth floor), Ponland. lists many 
support groups around Portland for 
PWAs and the lovers. caregivers and 




T ...... '. M.glc In Vour Smll. Na-
tional Children'S Dental Health Month 
Celebration Feb 3. 10 am-4 pm at the 
Maine Mall in South Portland. For more 
inlormation, call 874-8300 exl. 8778. 
Mlme.nd Movem.nt CI •• _ Six-
week session Tuesdays. 3:30-4:30 pm 
Feb 6·Mar 13. Class taught by Jackie 
Reiffer and John Saccone at the Mon-
tanaro-HUl11 Studio. 616 Congress SI.. 
Ponland. For more information. call 
761-2508. 
Klnderkonz.rt. Portland Symphony 
Orchestra presents a concert for kids 
featuring Darius Milhaud's 'The Chim· 
ney of King Rene." which describes in 
music the events of one day at the 
King's favorite PicniC spot Feb 6 at 
9:30.10:30 and 11 :30 am at the Atrium 
& Convention Cenler in Brunswick. 
TIckets are $2. For reservations. call 
Debby Hutton at 666·3811. The en-
semble performs Feb 7-6 at 9:30. 10:30 
am and 1 pm at the Italian Heritage 
Center in Portland. For reservations. 
call Marianne Greenlaw at 799-5551 . 
Chlld ... n·. Mu_um of M.ln. 
Wlnt.r Work.hops 'Snow Festi-
val: a workshop for preschool children 
Feb 6. 11 am-12noon and 'Papermak· 
ing' Feb 10, 10 am-12 noon at the Chil-
dren's Museum. 746 Stevens Ave .• 
Ponland. Free with museum admis-
sion. Reservations are encouraged. 
For more information. call 797·KITE. 
Tour of t ... Sol.r Sy.tem Children 
and parents will be admitted free to 
Southworth Planetarium at USM Port-
land for a series of after-SChool shows 
in February. Kids and parents are ad-
mitted free if they bring a label. jar top 
or inner seal from a JIF peanul butter 
container or if they write JIF on a piece 
of paper. The arrangement is spon-
sored by Proctor & Gamble and WPOR 
radio. The opening show is Feb 3 at 11 
am (tickets are available through 
WPOA at 773-8111); other shows are 
Feb 7. 14. 21 and 28 at 3 :30 pm. For 
more information. call 780-4249. 
Vlctorl.n V.I.ntl.,.. Work.hop 
offers children a chance to explore cal-
ligraphy and create Valentines Feb 10 
at 10:15 am and 1 pm. Recommended 
for children ages eight to 12. Costis$8 
for museum members. $10 for non-
members. For more information or res-
ervations. call 77~ 148. 
Storl_ fOf" Kids Portland Public li-
brary (871-1700): Mon . Wed and Fri. 
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library 
(797-2915): Fri. 10:30 am; Peaks Is-
land Branch (766-5540): We'd, 10:15 
am; South Ponland Public Library (799-
2204): Fri. 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5 
year olds); Scarborough Public Library 
(883·4723): Wed. 10:30 am and 1 pm 
(3·5 year olds) and Tue. 6:30 pm (4-5 
year olds) ; Prince MemOrial Library. 
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 
am (2-3 year olds); Thu. 10:30 am (3-
5 year olds). 
Flicks for Kids Portland Public li-
brary (871-1700) : Sat, 10:30 am and 
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797-
2915) : Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island 
Branch (766-5540): Tue. 3:15 pm; 
South Portland Public Library (799-
2204) : Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm. 
continued on page 16 
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100% wool sweaters 
from Ecuador 
10 Exchan e St. • Porttand, ME • 772-4080 













/Uoul's Dance Party 
She1>1011 . No. Coow'Y, NH 
Sih Annu2l1lisable C.C. Ski Ownpionship . 
No. Cooway. NH 
R2ouI's Daoce P1rty 
Naiion21 Yachl Coo_ion . 
Newport, RI 
Raoul's Dance Party 
Bretton -eoods . NH 
Ptld. Poke P.B.A. Benc~ 
/Uoul's 
Bruno's, Ptld. 
EpiIef6Y Found. Benefa·Bruno's, 
open to public 
R2ouI~ 
Winners Qf4 
Maine Music Awards! 
Every Wed. Night is Ladies Night at 
~~~=;''''940 Raoul's with the Red Light Revue -
Ladies Admitted Free! 
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring Be summer. 
SpecialiZing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs. 
CALL 883-2802 
Tuesday OPEN JAM with Peter Gleason 8:00! 
Every Wed. Comedy Showcase 





Portland's rmest pizza 
and steak sandwiches. 
10 Minute Express Lunches 
Mon. Chicken Parmigiana 
Tues. Baked Ziti 
Wed. Broiled Scallops 
Thurs. Eggplant Parmigiana 












~ .... • 
33 INDIA ST. 
PORTLAND 
773-3530 
1 6 Casco BIly Weekly 
CENO-S 
Always the most ORIGINAL 
ROCK 'N' ROLL in townl 
-i:iii;i+B '41 











EVERY WEDNESDAY IS 
OPEN MIKE ROCK 'N' ROLL 





2 FORE STREET 
773-6499 
Now Serving Lunch/Dinner 
11:30 am - 9 pm 
Fresh Maine 
Shrimp Roll $4.25 
Burgers. Pizza· Nachos 
Try Our Daily Special 
Drinking water: 
You may take it 
for granted 
but it can 
be polluted. 
For more information on radon, 
lead, and other pollutants in drink-
ing water, call: 1-800-287-2345 
and ask for "Home Safe Home," a 
free guide to making your home a 
W safer place to live. 1.~ Natural 
CounciloCMaine 
contillued from ""ge 15 
SPORT 
Fun In the future 
During the blah weather of mi~­
winter, dreaming of sports and leI-
sure activities in the year 2025 is a 
healthy release. [t sure beats watch-
ing the Celtics drop gut-wrenchers 
in the fateful fourth quarter. 
According to world-famous fu-
turist Marvin Cetron, the following 
off-the-wall activities won't be so 
crazy 35 years from now. 
• Travel by videodisc: These 
remarkable discs will not only pro-
vide you with the sights and sounds 
of exotic places around the world, 
but also the smells, the tastes and the 
actual feeling of being there. Hand 
me that Baskin-Robbins disc! 
• Waterless pools: You'll enjoy 
floating and "swimming" in the air, 
using the magic of magnetism, ~Il 
that is required is to wear a speCIal 
metallic suit that is repelled by a 
magnetic field.MoveoverTerryCain 
and your antiquated paraplane. 
• Mental computer games: Us-
ing electrodes attached to your skull, 
you'll be able to play sophisticated 
computer games simpty by think-
ing. Nintendo won't last forever. 
Hurray! Maybe the kids will read 
again. 
• Interactive sports: With holo-
graphic technology, three-dimen-
sional images will be projected right 
into your living room, and you'll be 
able to put yourself in the middle of 
a football or baseball game. You'll 
participate in the game instead of 
just watching it; your actions will 
even affect the outcome ofthe game. 
You heard it here first - Quinn's 
quantum leap. 
• Pleasure machines: You'll be 
able to connect various parts of your 
bod yto these machines via eletltrodes 
similar to those now used during 
EKC tests. Then by pushing various 
buttons you'll be able to experience, 
for example, the excitement of rid-
ing a roller coaster or meeting Monte 
Paulsen for the first time. 
Mike Qui"" 
M.lne Outdoor Adventun Club 
Upcoming trips: Snow cave workshop 
in Andover Feb 3-4 (773-0476); Cross-
country skiing at nature preserve in 
Wells Feb 4 (839-4919), MOAC Winter 
Festival at Cape Ketcha in Scarbor-
ough Feb 10 (883-9525 or 773-1779); 
For more information, call the Outdoor 
Trip Hotline at 774-1118. 
Wally aall No experience required. 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club meets Thurs· 
days at the Tennis Racquet, 2445 
Congress St., Portland. Most weeks 
the group plays at 6:30. Call 774-1118 
lor times. 
PAWS: Portland Amateur W ... • 
tling Society is now accepting new 
members. All ages and levels of expe-
rience welcome. You should be fit and 
have sincere interest in military-colle-
giate style wrestling. Coaching. pro· 
vided alweekly meets. F,?r more Infor· 
mation, call 773-8341. 
Casco aay Bicycle Club Upcoming 
events: Deering Oaks Skating Party 
Feb 2, 6:30 pm (874-0737): Ground 
Hog Day Celebration - cross-country 
skiing, skating, tobogganing Feb3, 3:30 
pm in Cumberland (829-4402); Full 
Moon Cross Country Skiing and Pot-
Luck Dinner Feb 6, 6:30 pm In Cumber-
land (829-3234 or 874·0737); Night 
Skiing at Shawnee Peak Feb 9, 5:30 
pm (meet at North Windham Shop 'n 
Save, Rt. 302. 892-0267). 
Bowl.A.Thon Benefit for the Maine 
Peace Campaign Feb 3, 10:30 am at 
Yankee Lanes, Brunswick For more 
information. call 761·1993 days, 865-
9659 evenings. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club 
holds its monthly meeting Feb 7, 7 pm 
at the People's Building, 155 Brackett 
St., Portland. The meeting will feature 
a slide show on ·Adventunng in the 
Wilds of Alaska." Plans for future win-
tllr and spring outdoor trips will be 
made. The public is welcome to attend. 
For more information, call 774-1118. 
Mike Quinn's 
sports quote 
of the week 
or Dave Smith, Astros re-
liever, after a visit to Shea 
Stadium where he was given 
a nasty welcome - a classy 
Mets fan urinating on him as 
he sat in the bullpen: "It's the 
first time I've ever been used 
for long relief." 
or AI McGuire, NBC bas-
ketball analyst, on Notre 
Dame: "You can always tell 
Noire Dame grads. They're 
the ones who pick their nose 
just to show you their ring." 
or William Perry during 
his pre-Fridge days at 
Clemson, obviously confused 
after the NCAA placed a two-
year television ban on the Ti-
gers: "What makes it so hard 
is that we can't watch televi-
sion for two years," 
or Chi Chi Rodriguez, af-
ter losing the PCA seniors, 
while his brother, Jesus Ro-
driguez, watched him play: 
"When you have a guy named 
Jesus following you for 18 
holes and you don't win, 
something's wrong." 
or Tony Johnson, Yale 
Crew coach on the rough 
water at the Cincinnati Re-
gatta: "In water like that it is 
difficult to make much 
ground." 
Mike Quill" 
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicy-
cling, hiking, camping, canoeing and 
other trips sponsored by the Casco 
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Out· 
door Adventure Club Call 774-1118. 
Portland R.c .. atlon'. Wlnt.r 
Pool Hours continue through March. 
Reiche Pool (874-8874): Adult Swims 
M W F, 7·8 am: T Th Sa, 12-1 pm; M-
F, 4-6: Open Swims T Th, 3-4:30: Th, 
6:30-8 pm, Sa, 1-2:30 pm. Riverton 
Pool (874-8456): Adult Swims M-F, 
12:15-1:15pm:Sa,12-1 pm,MWF,6· 
7:30: Open Swims M W, 730-9 pm, 
Sa, 1-3 pm. 
by Lynda Barn) 
HEll. 51 StRTtlPA':I tMR.":lf MAO .... 
f~II.So"'A\.. CAKE AND B\.ew VP M\.\.aoN~ 111< 
LONG KIN\) T\\"i YOLI GFr A HEADALl\~ DOING 
IJ~;"'::;:;~~~;"';~~~~~~~rn~ ",I'D MARl~S MAOt A CAftl):TO TflI: BeST 
'n\~N ON M"RI..'1S'S 8\f(i}\OA':l MA'1BoNN£ 
O\\)N'j E\J\;N RI:MtM~eR. M/lItL~S KErT ,oWG 
IT 15 /fI'!J Sllti\-\P;'~ iliT A~l MA~ BONNE SAID 
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DIDN't GIVE /liE MortliNG. You oR. 6rv.ND"'''·~ 
MOIfI PIDtJ'r (A~L ~O OAD DtDl'li C ... ~~ I HII Te 
YOLA Al.l:YoV JLlsr ~A IT. 1M (;bIN 6 TO BE" ... 
MOVIE srAIl.'jOIA wl~J, 8f So SOI!-Il~ ~O\J Ttl'Am 
"" ... lIKE i1\IS \VII"N I 60 ON "MoVIE ;'/JD 
T/'I~I< ASOII, 1101" a}oo ':jOL! WEltE, \ YlI~~ G-




Health & Mov ..... nt for Senior 
Citizens Eight-week class held Tues-
day and Thursday, 2-2:30 pm at the 
Cummings Center, 134 Congress St., 
Portland. Cost is 50 cents per visit. For 
more information, call 874-8921. 
.... Ith Screenings CholesteroVblood 
pressure screenings Walk-in clinics 
offered on a first come, first serve baSIS 
Feb I, 5-8 pm and Feb 6, 11 am-2 pm 
at USM Portland Gymnasium. Fee is 
$6 for cholesterol and $7 for choles-
terol and blood pressure. For more in-
formation, call lifeline at 780-4170. 
Eate". Choice Free introductory ses-
sion of this cholesterol treatment pro-
gram Feb 8, 9:30 am, 7 and 7 pm at the 
Center for Health Promotion, 576 St. 
John St, Portland. For more informa-
tion or to reserve a space, call 774-
7751. 
ETC 
Animal. Wintering Guided walk to 
discover ways in which animals cope 
with winter Feb 4, 2 pm at Wolfe Neck 
Woods State Park, Freeport. Programs 
begin at the gate weather permItting. 
Free and open to the pubhc. For more 
information, call 289-3821. 
Culture I AHair South PortlancVCape 
Elizabeth Community Chamber of 
Commerce holds its third quarterly 
social on Feb 6, 5:30·7:30 pm at the 
Portland Museum of Art, Congress 
Square. Event is open to the public at 
no charge Reservations are required 
and may be made by calling 772·2811 
Fin. Art Dre •• lng Fashion show 01 
handmade an-ta-wear clothing. acces-
sories and jewelry Feb 7 at The Port-
land Club, 156 State St., Portland. 
Boutique and supper 4:30-730 pm, 
fashion show at 7:30 followed by shop· 
ping and coffee. Sponsored by the 
Maine Crafts As SOCIabon to benefit edu· 
cational programs. Tickets are $20, 
and $12 for students For more infor· 
mation, contact Sherry Miller at 772-
0890 or Mimi Dunn at 871·7063 
Contra D.nce to benefit Oats of Peace 
with music by the Maine Country Dance 
Orchestra Trio Feb 9, 7:30 pm in the 
MaIn Lounge of the Moulton Union, 
Bowdoin College, BrunSWick. Dona-
tion is $3. Proceeds to buy Aroostook 
County oats to send to relief organiza-
tions in Nicaragua. For more informa-
tion, call 725-3151. 
Mad ... tte ... Tea P.rty Festival of 
tattoo art Feb 9·11 at the Ramada Inn, 
Portland. Award-winnIng tattoo artists, 
entertainment, tattoo beauty contest. 
Admission is $6 per session at the 
door. For advance registration, call 934· 
4090. 
Love in Any unguage Formal Val-
entine's Ball and Dinner sponsored to 
the Andover College Honor Society 
Feb 10,6:30 pm at the Grand Ballroom 
in the Marriott, S. Portland. Tickets are 
$25. Proceeds to benefit local chan· 
ties . For more information, call Mary 
Nickerson at Andover College at 774· 
6126. 
Wo .... n'. V.lentlne'. D.y D.IICe 
to benefit the Women's Music Co-<>p 
Feb 10, 8 pm·12 am at Presumpscot 
Grange Hall, Forest Ave., Portland. 
Tickets are $6 at the door, $5 by mall 
prior to Feb 2. Mail orders to Women's 
Music Co-<>p, P.O. Box 17, West 
Buxton, ME 04093. 
The Turning Point: Profe •• loftlll 
Wo .... n of the '110. Conference for 
working women includes workshops 
and lectures on women's issues. Con-
lerence fee is $65, includes workshop 
materials, lunch and fashion show Feb 
24 at the Sheraton Tara in S. Portland 
For information and registration forms, 
call Holly Gimpel at 892-6766 ext. 216 
Winter Ecology W.lk. Maine 
Audubon Society offerwalks for groups 
of all ages through Mar 30 at the Soci-
ety's GO-acre Gilsland Farm Sanctuary 
in Falmouth. Each one and one-half 
hour walk introduces participants to 
the ways plants and animals prepare 
for the winter. Walks are offered from 
8:30 am-3 pm. Fee is $3 per person, 
with a minimum of$15 per group. Res-
ervations may be made in advance by 
calling Carol LeMereat Maine Audubon 
at 781·2330. 
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re.il .estate. for sale 
real estate. for rent 
deadline: noon Monday use coupon below or call Mark Kelleher at 775-6601 
erson to erson 
THIS MID·TWENTIES male 
knows you're out there; we just 
havoo'l mel yeti Wiry wait? You 
know .wf1o you are: SWF 25-30, wf10 
is bnghl, atlractive, humorous, 
romannc,level·headed, 
appreciative and fun~oving. You 
don't smoke nor do drugs, and you 
only drink lightiy. You have a Wide 
range of interests and will try 
anything once. Lets meetl caw 
LOOKING FOR e refined, well· 
educated, positive, buSiness or 
profeSSional man 45·55, at least 
5-10, who would like to meet a well· 
educated. refined lady of 52, for 
friendship and companionship. 
CBW Box 743 
SWM 24, seeks SWF who is 
looking for professional, honesl and 
warm companion. Newcomer to 
Portland area desires to walk on 
the beach on moonlit nights or SIp 
champagne next to a warm fire. Be 
advooturous, not bashful. Write to 
PO Box 7408, DTS, Portland, t.4e. 
04104 
DREAMS COME TRUE. DWF 45, 
peilte, brunette, friendly, qUIck 
wit, vaned Interests, seeks bright, 
sertSllIve, canng, romantic man lor 
danCing beach walks, omeletles, 
mOVies, sports, dinner, hugs, 
lnendshlp and rainbows. CBW Box 
744 , 
RENAISSANCE MAN seeks 
soulmatel I'm a SWt.4 26, 
professional and outdoorsman with 
more eclectic intersts than you can 
shake a stICk at If you're a chem· 
free SWF With your own intereslS 
and skills, please respond 
wlthphone so we can talk. rm qUite 
POSSibly the guy you sar you can't 
find, but I'm out here PO Box 
3301, Portland, 04104. Lets meetl 
GWM 31, 6-t, 175, handsome, 
masculine and straight acting. 
Seeks good-looking GM 25-35 who 
enJOYs the outdoors, ocean, travel 
and fun times. No fatsftems please. 
Want to develop a lulfilling and 
rewarding relationship With the 
nght person CBW Box 745 
SWF 24 seeks drug·free, non-
alcoholic, 10ng·haJred, SWM rocker 
18·30. Be vourself With me Into 
RocknRolII, pozza·n-burgers, hugs 
'n handholdong, and laugh.ng? rll be 
there lor you .... PO Box 258t, S 
Portland, 04106. Send photo if 
po5~~e 
DWF 50, slim, attraclive, 
Independant, loves music, danCing, 
animals, country walks, seeks 
attractive, caring, professional 
D/SM lor friendship, possible 
romance, Portland area. 
Phone/photo please. CBW Box 745 
ASPIRING MUSICIAN bogged 
down In Iheory and technique, not 
wnllng consistently or ha",ng fun. 
He wants to meet wilh other 
mUSiCians weekly to share mUSIC, 
chat Prelers Jazz, POP, folk. CBW 
Box 754 
SWF 24 seeks friendship/relation· 
ship wilh 18 year-old, blonde, long 
haired rocker SWM, record store 
clerk. PO Box 2581, S Portland, 
ME 04106 
SLIGHTLY OFF·CENTER SM 32 
seeks co·conspirator for 
companionship and minor 
advenlUres. Some adjectives come 
to mind: inlormal, shy, airy, 
intellectual, athlelic, positive, 
linguistic, sincere, rythmic, 
aesthetic. I appreciate balance and 
authenticity, precision and 
intuition, breakfast I exist in a small 
circle thai needs expanding. Lets 
explore the concept 01 Singles 
cales. I'm not kidding, really. 
Thanks. CBW Box 725 
SWF 25 bodybuilding, buxom, be-
bopping blonde Barbie in need of 
chem·free Ken for late nighl 
cruiSing in my 69 'vette. Photo a 
plus, all answemd. CBW Box 726 
I DON'T WANT MR RIGHT, just 
Mr Right Nowl SF 26, attractive 
and independant, looking lor 
handsome guy lor good 
conversabon and company. Patience 
is NOT one 01 my virtues. Hurry, I'm 
Waiting. CBW Box 730 
SWM, SMOKER, late thirties, 
into kinky fetishes, especially 
shaving, piercing, tatoos and B&D. 
looking for SID], any age or race 
for 9hort or long·term 
relationship. This dominant guy is 
sick of games, looking for a real 
woman who knows what she likes. 
Resume and phone a must for 
prompt reply. Answer thiS ad. 
caw Box 747 
SWM 25, handsome, clean, genlfe 
but firm, seeks submIssive lemale 
lor light B&D. Limits respected. 
Send photo and phone "CBW Box 
741 -
TAlL, HANDSOME, social 
deviant. green ayes, With a yon for 
the ocean and the outback, involved 
In scholarly pursUits, would like to 
be pursued by a semi·attracllve 
SF 23-28 who doesn't want yuppe 
status as a prerequiSite for a 
happy life. Photo would be cool, but 
a letter would be beller. CBW Box 
740, 
DWM 36 non·smoker would like to 
meet S or DWF who lokes 
motorcycles, . skiing, camping, 
dancing, movIes and travel for 
fnendship and possible romance. 
Write PO Box 123, S. Windham, 
Me. 04082 
SWF PROFESSIO.NAL 26, UNH, 
MSU, EMU alumni, ~, 125, blonde 
hair, green eyes, no dummy, not 
kloki1g for a· hay roller. seeks SWM, 
6+ 26-35 who likes: Raitt, Childs, 
Moyet, The Supremes, Etheridge, 
jazz, Mexican food (& other 
adventures) horses and horsing 
around. He IS advenlUresome, has 
soose of humor (New Yoi1(er Mag 
style) and takes care of himse~ 
and those who matter to him. I am 
new here and looking for friends. 
InITIOUl'"' Photo and letter to 
SWM 28, PROFESSIONAL, Qood 
looking, stable, with very poSitive 
ouitlook on hfe. Enjoys keeping fil, 
the ocean, dancing, movies,.9Dod 
conversation . ..il you're a SWF who 
likes to laugh a lot, and you believe 
that a great relationship starts 
with a great friendship, then we 
already have sometting il com mon I 
CBW!30x 713 
HEALTHY COUPLE, late 2Os, 
early 30s, interested in meeting 
attractive woman 24-34 who is 
interested in meeting us. Please 
send phalD. caw Box 712 
I'M LOOKING TO FORM a small 
group for gay moo in the Gorham, 
Buxton, Standish area. Games 
night, dining out, movies, etc. Drop 
me a line for a quick response. CBW 
Box 711 
SWM TIRED OF THE SAME old 
white bread, would hke to try soul 
food, oriental, and asian dishes. 
Good looking, prolessional, 
.,teiligant, 30 something nice QUY 
thinks there has to be something 
better than alr·head blondes. II 
you beHeve in princes and romance, 
write caw Box 710 
OF 36 LOST In a winters sleep, 
seeks SIDM to awaken her and to 
share in the arnval 01 spring and 
more. If you feel, as she does, that a 
ma.oie, the outdoors, and a meal are 
rk:her if shared, please respond. 
CBW Box 709. 
SF 30 seeks spiritual~ centered 
friends to atlend Jazzlblues 
performances IMth. Non·smokers 
only please. caw Box 708 
WANTED! A BLACK KNIGHT 
who dares to care, who Illes to walk 
and likes to talk, who's kInd and 
shanng and a little danng, wnte to 
me and we shall see. WF must be 
discreet, late thirties, respond 
CBW Box 707 
WM 34, 6-4, artist, wnter; .... ih a 
passion lor adventure and 
experiooce: Seeking F 22-42 for 
companionship. Intersted In 
interesllng. people, models, 
proJ8cts In life and art. CBW Box 
753 ctt.v box 753 
WARM, CARING SWM 30, 
seeks slim, petite SIDWF 24·35 
non·smoker lor Iriendship and 
potential serious reialionship. I'm 
Into fitness, the outdoors, music, 
advooture, learning, laughing (very 
Important in thiS crazy world) and 
the simple thingS In lile. CBW Box 
752 ctt.v box 752 
GWM 34, PROFESSIONAL 
seeking friendship and companion-
ShiP, would like to meet married 
men, bi or gay, who on occasion seek 
the need lor male friendship for 
dinner, the theater, a long dnve in 
the country, the eXCItement of the 
city, or an intimate dinner for two, 
I'm sincere, caring, loving, good 
looking, dlscreel, lets gel together 
soon, I'm looking forward to 
meetlll9 you. CBW Box 751 
LOOKING FOR SPARKS? SWM 
26, bike racer, law student, seeks 
politically liberal, physically ht 
woman, 22-30. Must like Huskies. 
CBW Box 706 
M W F looking for BiWF for 
Irlendship, fun and quiet intimate 
moments. PO Box 4685, Portland, 
ME 04112 
SENSITIVE AND SECURE SWt.4 
36 looking for woman to share With 
emotionaly, il a tender genuine way. 
Enjoys life's simple yet true 
pleasures: walking in the sun, 
laughing With frioods, being loved. 
II this feels right, lets see what 
else we share in common I I welcome 
all warm responses. Phone and 
photo appreciated but not 
necessary. caw Box 716 
DWF 44, passion for lile and social 
issues, high energy, witty, well· 
travelled; seeks man who is 'user-
Irlendly', verbal. sensitive, non· 
smoker, health concious, wears 
natural fibers, on his way to 
becormng evolved.high on the load 
chain. caw Box 714 
SEEKING CRUSADER to help 
celebrate my 281h birthday. My 
philosophy is: Ufe on the hill was 
great, the 90s have got to be 
belter, and there IS only one easy 
street. Dinner would be great as 
long as we remember to eat. II 
purple is your color, lei me know. 
PO Box 1458, Portland, ME 
04104. Reply needed before 2·19. 
IF YOU ARE A SmWM 28·40, 
emotionally healthy, curious, 
invootive, articulate, adventurous, 
warm, witty, trim, close to brillianl 
and lor heaVily in debt due to 
massive educational costs, ego·les, 
man, then chances are some good 
woman already has a life contract 
on you. If she doesn', please write 
with ~one number, as you may h~ 
enrich. a We thats going ,,-uit§ :Nell 
already. )The hfe of a pretty, 
petile, artistic, 30s, SWF 
prolessional SWF, inlo arts, travel, 
growth, nature, outdoor sports. ) 
CBW Box 675. 
BiWM SEEKS GMIBiM for 
friend, companion. Race, color not 
restrictive. Must be honest, 
Sincere, caring. No lushes, drunks 
or druggKlS. I've been .:round. rm an 
artist writer, like the sea, nalure, 
travel, good chow, esthetic laid 
back life style, mUSIC, plays, etc 
Was married, but no seconds on 
another crUCifixion. I am a Qreal. 
compaSSIOnate, humane person. 
Takes two 10 tanoo. CBW Box 648 
FRIENDSHIP FIRST, then who 
knows? Professional SWF 29, 
attracilve, fun·loving and slightly 
old lashloned seeks non·smoking 
profeSSional SWM who is warm, 
InteligQ'l~ has a sense 01 rumor and 
enjoys a variety of acllvities for 
Iriendship and poSSibly more. 
Please respond With phone, photo 
appreciated. CBW Box 646. 
GWM 42 5-8, pood.looking 
masculine and straIght appearing 
seeks sincere and honest GM 20-
40. I enjoy quite times, dining out 
and hiking. Not into drugs and not 
promiscuous. looking lor same who 
wants to develop a sincere and 
'Iullfilling relationship. CBW Box 
606. 
SWM 28 • this attractive blue-
eyed prolessional is srmply looking 
for an attractive lady who's 
sincere, stable and interesled in 
lirs finer qualitIes. Lers share 
some laughs. Send photo if 
poSSible and phone number. CBW 
618. 
GWM 32 ·5'11', 1111, handsome, 
lonely, well·buill, athletic, sensitive, 
type. Seeks other Bi or Gay studs, 
18·32 for friendship, maybe 
romance, no fats or ferns please. 
Send photo and phone for quick. 
guaranteed response. Discreet and 
honest, all races welcome. CBW 
Box 616. 
SWF 25 . Tall attractIve 
advenlUrous, Independenl thinker, 
will try anything once. Looking for 
a handsome SWM between 25 and 
31, non·smoker, preferably well 
read and wall travelled with a well· 
developed sense of fun. CBW Box 
660. 
I DON'T CARE if you're losing your 
hair!! EXlraordinarily energetic, 
liberal, artistic, slim female, 35, 
seeks that elusive, humorous, 
intelliQent man for cOllVtlTSation 
and Winter sports. CBW Box 7a2 
HEALTHY, WElL·EDUCATED 
high a~hiever man, seeks well· 
educaled lady with a sense of 
humor for a bit 01 romance. 
Western MaJll8 would be nice. CBW 
Box 703 
PERSONAL 
OF THE WEEK 
EXCITING, NICE, LADY! 
37, seeking sincere, honest 
gentleman lor companion-
ship, lun times, and 
laughter, with romanca and 
plenty 01 warmth and 
attention. Must believe in 
one person relationship. 
Write to CBW BOI 762 
. a mg services . 
MW~~ 
Compatibles 
''The Dating Service That Cares" 
You've'seen me on Donahue al.d U.S.A. Today. 
As the .oldest dating service in I\.E., we have 
introduced thousands of singles with ,caring 
concern and affordable rates. Why not you? 
We're not just another 
dating service. 
We're Compatibles. 






Always imitated but never equaled. 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATED 
athletic, clean cut, attractive, 30 
year old MWM.seeks fuILSIMlDWF 
lor romantic, discreet interludes. 
Satisfaction guaranleed. Respond 
10 PO Box 235, Brunswick, ME, ,-.------=.------______ --, 
~g~AN WANTED: eX-hooker .. J '-........~~~ 
OK, exotic dancer OK. BI OK. Past ) ____ (_ • __ .. 
unimportant, only our lulUre. My ( _ 
closets are haJl-emptv, so please ~ _ I .~ 
write this 35 year-old slim blue '--~ ............................... _ 
eyed m<rl. caw Box 704 '-----.::---
GWM 34 dark hair, beard, 5·9, ~. -
155, affectionate, Sincere, .~ 
attractive. I enjoy the theater, .. 
music, outdoors, intimate dinners 
for two, cros.s-country skiing, 
traveling, cuddling. rm looking for 
Ihat special someone, bul very 
willing to wait. lets get together 
soon and get to know one another. 
,\\ "", 
CBW Box 705 
NEW TO MAINE 6-4 SWM MBA" 
handsome, honest, vibranl, 
romantiC, spontaneous, sensous 
southern gentleman, seeking 
attractive lady for reciprocal 
friendship. Photo, phone, address, 
please to PO Box 1014, Bath, Me, 
04530 
When was the last time you met 
someone who blew you away? 
Don't leave it 10 chance. Let us introduce you to 
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully. 
Being single in Maine can tTr_"., _____ r 
be fun again. Why wait ~£~t'rlUL 
any longer? Call mucn 
The Personallbuch. 
31 Exchange St" Portland, ME 04101 
773 !b88 
Classified ads must be paid for In ad-
vance. We accept cash, perSonal checks, 
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD. 
Consult the RATES In the coupon to deter-
mine the cost of your ad. FOUND ttems are 
listed free &sa public service. DEADUNEfor 
all iypes of classified edvertislng is Monday 
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's 
ed~ion. Ads received after the deadline will 
be run starting with the next Issue. CBWwill 
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual 
services for money or goods, or ads with 
purely sexual content. CBW will not print full 
names, street addresses or phone numbers 
In the PERSON TO PERSON section. 
PERSON 10 PERSON advertisers MUST ei-
ther provide a Post OffICe Box number In 
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate 
information In AD FORM). All Information 
pertafning to PERSON TO PERSON adver-
tisers Is kept strlctty confidential. Casco Bay 
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, 
refuse or edit ads due to Inappropriate con-
tent, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of 
omissions in, or a failure to Insert, any adver· 
tisement for which ~ may be responsible, 
~yond actual space occupied by the ad in 
which error, omission or failure to Insert oc-
curred. Classified ads are not refundable. 
~OUPQ~,n, 
the CBW EFFECTIVE 1·1-110 
COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO: 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Classified Department 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
CI_ln" All charges are per week 
Polley before If you derive regutar income Individual Business 
compteteing hi. from the 8Ubjecta(S) ofyoor Up to 30 words $7.00 $9.00 
form. Write legibly Classified Ad9{s) ptease 31-45 words 9.00 11.00 
or type, and use use the busine .. rate. 46-GO words 11.00 13.00 
~dditional papar And thank you for Each Add'i word .15 .20 
~ noc""""'Y. choosing Casco Bay Week~ CBW Box Service 3.00 3.00 
MESSAGE: ______________________ ___ 
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _________________ _ TOTAL WORDS: __ _ 
BASIC RATE (from above) 
+ ___ EXTRA WORDS AT ___ ¢ EACH + ___ _ 
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional) +----
SUBTOTAL =----
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN 
TOTAL ENCLOSED 
x ___ _ 
Not for publication: We need the following information 
to print your ad. n will be held in stne! confidence. 
NAME ______________ _ 
ADDRESS __________________________ _ 
CIIY _____________ _ 
STATE _____ ZIP CODE _____ _ 
DAYTIME PHONE _____________________ __ 
PAYMEN1: Check Money Order __ _ 
Mastercard Visa 
Credit Card # ____________ _ 
ExPiration~D~at::e.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;r;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;,-... 
'-----------------' - - - - ---- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --- - - - -; - -- - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - --- - - __ , 
, a Casco Bay Weekly 
o SOU 
DREAM IMAGE WORK group 
now forming. Intensive Imagework 
using Jungian Active magi nation, 
creativity, confidentiality. Limited 
to 8 part icipants, call for 
information, 767-5240 
WE ARE A FAMILY interested In 
organic gardening, recycling, 
Greens ponties, alternative energy, 
homescllooling and communiI)'. We 
are drawn to co-housing concepls 
and would like to explore them with 
others in a focus group. 
Interested? Call 772-7909 or 
write Box 8583, Portland, 04104 
fnf meeting date. 
WOMEN: Does beilg in love mean 
bein!l in pain? Learn fuw 10 change 
dysfunctional relationship 
patterns, Therapy group now 
forming based on "Women Who 
Love Too Much", For more 
information call 871-9256 
BIZARRE and biodegradable 
bumper stickers. For a complete 
listing send SASE to: PO Box 201 , 
Cape Cottage, ME, 04107. 
ONE DAY DREAM SEMINAR 
Saturdar, February 17, Call Dwinell 
and Hal , 799-1024 
GETIING WHAT YOU NEED 
from your partner, wllh David Lee, 
MEd, LSAC, idenlify your 
subconcious relationship radar. 
Discover your core needs 
(especially those you have learned 
not 10 have). Learn 10 ask for your 
needs in a healthy way. Date: Sat 
Feb. 24,Poroand. Fee, $30. Fora 
flier, contact David Lee, MEd, 
LSAC, at 985-7655 
COUNSELING 
For EadnS and Body Image Issues 
IndMduat and Group Therapy 
New group starttng Feb. 7. for women age 30 plus 
Lisa Buss~ MA. CEDT " 775-7927 
WOMEN TO WOMEN PRESENTS 
HONORING' OUR' BODIES 
~tJ~;jJ~ 
__ ()OOO()_ 
"The Menstrual Cycle, PMS and 
Endrometriosis" 
• Exploring the relationship between cultural 
pressures and their effects on women's bodies 
• Disruptions of the menstrual cycle: what can go 
wrong; the feminine cyclic nature 
• PMS: why some women have it and how to learn 
to live w ith it; natural treaunent methods 
• Endometriosis: the latest treaunents; strategies for 
coping with it in our lives 
Who should attend this workshop: Women of all 
ages, especially those who have difficulty with , or 
METAPHYSICAL readings from 
a spirtual perspective offer insight 
and practical application regarding 
r,our current energy field, life essons, past lives, personal 
symbols and archtypes. Tarot 
naadings also available, call Regina 
at 729-0241. 
REIKI HEALING: Let this 
Japanese energy balancing 
technique relieve your holiday 
stress and pein, leavin~ you 
mentally clear, renewed revllalized 
and feeling great. Call Krislen 
Erico, 2nd degree Practitioner 
773-1346 
ASTROLOGY .nd TAROT card 
readings. Call for an appointmen~ 
JUdith 846-0606 or 934-1109. 
MEDITATION in everyday life. 
Meditation is a way of resting the 
mind, opening the heart and 
creating harmony in daily life. Five 
tuesdays, beginning Jan. 23, 7:15 
pm in Yarmouth. Call Carroll Dunn 
at 846-0764 after 6. Cost 
$30.00. 
AUTISTIC, D.D., emotionally 
disturbed, language delayed. The 
labels and the problems can be 
overwhelming. Clinical music 
therapy can reach past the 
barriers, address the pain, awaken 
the possibilities. Christian Trout, 
registered and board certified 
music therapist, now offers 
individual therapy, consultation and 
workshops. 767-60t 8 
WOMEN'S ADOleTtOM RECOVERY 
GROUP 
12 week group Is lorm lng to 
address the needs of women who 
seek a theraputic group In addition 
10 12 slep involvemem1. The group. 
provides a safe, supportive 
environment to explore recovery 
Issues such as low self-esteem, 
Isolallon and shame related to past 
behavior. 
Particu lar anenlion will be paid to 
women 's societal role expirience 
and codependent behavior which 
perpeluates focusing on the needs 
01 others and not her own. 
WOMEII'S leOAl 
COIlfPEIIDENCY GROUP 
12 week group starting to address 
ACOA issues including sell' esteem, 
difficulty with Intimacy, establishing 
need more information about menstruation, 
pre-menstrual syndrome and/or endometriosis. 
appropnate boundaries and I'" improving interpersonal 
relatlOnshfps. Experiential 
lechniques will be used such as 
lamily sculpting. guided imagery 
and shame reduction. 
P resented by: 
Christiane Northrup, M.D. & Marcelle Pick, R.N.C. 
WHEN: Monday, February 26, 1990 
WHERE: Stage Neck Inn, York Harbor, Maine 
TIME: 9:00 am to 4:00 pm 
COST: $85 until 2/5, $95 thereafter. Whole foods 
lunch included. 
To register, call 846·6163. 
Space is limited - reserve early. 
More Inlormation?Contact 
tucy Chudzik 
Inlown Counseling Center 
477 Congress St 





an HMR FW'ing Program 
550 Foresr Avenue - Suire 201, Portland 
ENNEAGRAM GROUPS tosmrt 
first week of February. Learn 
ancient Sufi personality indicator 
which helps us know ourselves and 
others beUer. Call John Balicki at 
767·7137. 
WOMEN WHO LIVE APART 
from their children. Group now 
forming. Women who do not live 
with their children, whatever the 
circumstances, ohen have feelings 
of loss, pein, guilt, anger and 
isolation. Join a safe, supportive 
environment with other women who 
understand. We will be starting 
soon in Portland. Call Karolyn 
Rossein, MA, at 766-2809 
THE BODY doesn' know how 10 be 
sickl Our natural state is health. 
Experience the release of obstacles 
10 weUness through gentle, painless 
and drugless treatments, 
nutritional and I~estyfe evaluation. 
Holislic Chiropractic is for the 
body, mind and spiril, not just your 
bacK. Dr. Danko, m·5131 
THE GODDESS IN YOU a 
worKshop series in which women 
explore their feminine spiritual 
heritage 10 discover ways in which 
the Goddess manifests in their 
lives. Feb 10, 9:30·1 :30, 
Brunswick. Call Regina Schaare at 
729-0241 or Jill Fairchild at 773· 
5932 for more information. This is 
an educational/experiential 
workshop. 
GIFTS OF LOVE for the ones you 
love ... thoughtlul books, cards, 
Chinese temple Qongs, Stockmar 
beeswax crayons, Incense and oils. 
Spectacular calendars, 50% off. 
Maybe Someday ... a nonprofil 
organizalion, proceeds go to 
support our innovative program for 
people with MS. 195 Congress S~ 
between Levinskys and Whole 
Grocer, winter hours 10-6, M·S, 
773·3275 
ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE is a 
time honored method of eliminating 
habitual stress/tension pallerns 
which interfere with heallh, ease, 
Ireedom. Mana Jackson Parker, 
cert. teacher, will be available 
Tues. dunng Feb. 11:3(}'1 :30 at13 
Ocean St, S Portland. For 
questions and free consultation call 
729-0839 call 729·0839 
ORIENTAL RUG authentic, new, 
beautiful hanwoven Kashmir rug, 
pure wool, new ones sell for $1700, 
must sell at $850. 6x4, 773·7988 
SONY VIDEO camcorder, 8·mm, 
many exlras, perfect condition, 
$600 or best offer, call 725·3310 
or 725·9494 eVil . 
ACCDUSTIC GUITAR, very good 
condition, 6·string, hard case, 
$225, 774-6543 eves. 
COMPlETE COMPUTER system. 
Victor 9000 dual disc, 640 K, 
software/manuals for Wordstar, 
Lotus 123, Cobal. Excellent 
Brother HR15 daisy wheel printer. 
Great system, $500. Brother se~· 
correcting typewriter, $75. 767· 
6018 
KENWOOD 434 car stereo. Pull-
out model, auto reverse, tape 
advanoa, Doll:rf NR, many other 
features, used, but it works fine. 
$200. Call Gary at 773-1027 eves. 
APPLE MAC 512-E goo d 
condhion, $600 or besl offer, also 
MIDI interfaoa for Mac or Appfe 11 
GS, still In box, call 879·7048, 
feeWl message. 
ELECTRIC GUITAR like new, 
series 10, lIecking tremola, 5 way 
SWitch, 3 pickups, stand. Crate G· 
20 amp, 60 walts, RMS, hardshell 
case, Strato caster style, $400 
firm, 773·7533 
MILLER WELDER ROUQIHleck 2E. 
16HP Tecumsah engine, 50 It 
leads, heavy dul)' cart, $950 or 
best, 883·3962 or 883-6496. 
USED OFFICE furniture, folding 
tables, drafllng tables, Fax, 
phones, calculator, chairs, 
Intercoms, etc. Call 883-3962 or 
883-6496. 
SKIS Rossignal 4M, new in 89, 
used twice, 203cm, SaIoman 957 
bindings, $600 value, sell for 
$495, 657·4312 
BEIGE sectional sola With queen 
sleeper, and teak entertainment 
center. $750 for both or besl. 
985·7278 
MAC SE 1 meg RAM 20 hd With 
standard keyboard. Upgradin9 to 
SE 30. excellent cond ition, 
Hypercard, system 602, shareware 
and freeware, $2250 or best, Rich, 
772·4400. 
PROFORM TREADMILL running 
or walking up to 9 mph, used 4 mos, 
ori g. $1000, -sacrifioa for $650 or 
besl. 773·0749, 
READY TO FLY! Red hawk 
ultralight, enclosed cock pit, push 
bullon start, full aeril ons and 
flaps On wheels, with .floats, 
$6500 or best Calmaran vmh new 
trampoline and nollerreefing rig , 
$1400. 799-4305. 
VERY IMPRESSIVE car stereo. 
Fujitsu ten deck 25w per side, 
Jensen 50th anniversary triaXial 
speakers with monster cables, 
beautiful bess, not hot, $300 new, 
asking $150, call Kevin ,at 772-
3047 anytime 
SMITH CORONA light olflce 
model electric typewriter. work. 
line bul no electronics, $25, Nikon 
binoculars, 10.25, $75, 774·1597 
musIc 
INTERESTED IN MUSIC? 
Frustrated with traditional 
lessons? Innovative method takes 
Ihe mystery out and puts the fun in. 
Guitar styles of James Taylor and 
Joni Mitchell, all popular piano 
styles. Beginning and advanced 
songwriting. Looking for 2 or 3 
more students. 725·8500 
mornings. 
DANCE CLASSES: Beginners, low 
intermediate modern dance 
technique taught I:rf Belsy Beaven 
at Ram Island Dance, 25a Forest 
Ave, Portland Stage Bldg, 
Mondays 5:30-7:00 pm, ongoing 
PROFESSIONAL FLUTIST now 
has openings for new students. All 
ages and abilities are welcome. Call 
874-2455, please leave message. 
OLDER BEGINNERS, at lasll 
Painless and fun piano or eiactronic 
keyboard lessons in the privacy of 
your own home. Call Sandy 772· 
















WATER FILTER for sale-new-
eliminate expensive bollied water, 
counter1Dp model is easy to install 
removes chlorine, sediment and is 
bactenostalic. Averages 5 oanls a 
gallon. Still in box, $175, call 878-
316t 
VGC 320 PHOTOSTAT camera· 
pr0C86sor. Well maintained, $1500 
, cos I $5000 new, contact 
ImageWorKs, 774-6399 
PHONE SYSTEM and copier, 
Delta 514 phones with. multiple 
incoming lines, speed dialilltercom, 
many extras, $1100, Sanyo. 802 
copier and stand, $1000. onglnally 
$2300, call 772·6595, leave 
~RIGINAL NOTEBOOK 
computer· Tandy 100 w!32k word 
processing, spreadsheet , 
database, outliner, modem telcom 
software, daisy wheel printer, 
cables, ribbons, great fnf sludent 
or as lsi compuler. Ong. $1000, 
now $500. 871 ·8964 
GIVE YOUR HOME a tropical 
atmosP,here with Ihis beautiful 
Broyhill living room set. Orig. 
$1800, sacrifice for $1000 or 
best. Call 773-3525 
MAC 512K enhanced computer, 
ideal for school, horne or bUSiness. 
800k exlemal drive, turbo mouse 
and software, call 854·2972 
MACINTOSH SE DUAL 800k 
driVes 1 meg ram, purchased new 
12·89, must sell $1750 or best call 
772·0963 
WANT SOME FUN IN THE SUN? 
tve got a ticket to Miami, feave Feb 
t 6 and return Feb 24, for $365 its 
yours. 775-2966, leave message. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA 
full 1988 set with book shelf, Areal 
conditIOn, asking $350 or best, 
m ·1218, leave mess~e. 
NEED FURNITURE? Rent·a·Set 
rents new furn iture, TVs, VCRs, 
st8(OOS, and appliances. Short or 
long term, rent 10 own. No 
obligallon, no deposil. Rent-a-Set, 
127 Marginal Way, Portland, 761· 
0097 
SAILBOARD mistral competition 
with cuslom heavy duly masl and 
rainiorced sail. Excellent condition, 
$450, ask for Dave at 768-2650 
TWIN SIZE FUTON FRAME 
blonde Wood, east to assemble, 
$30. Portable BIW TV, $25, free 
armchair, comforteble and great 
lor funky ap~ 761·7029 
QUALITY USED FURNITURE, 
rock maple BR set, dbl. bed, 2 4· 
drawer chest, one with mirror, 
$450. Also king Size maple 
headboard w/2 twin box & 
mallress, 2 night stands and 6· 
drawer maple chest $600, pine 
mans desk wlswivel chair, $450. 
879-1644 
RECORDS FOR SALE over 450 
RocknRoll LP6, moslly 70s hard 
rock. Moving, want to seA as 101. 
As~ ng $425, call Mike 854·2453 
LIKE NEW queen size Montrose 
waterbed se~ motionless mattress, 
6-drawer frame with accassones 
and dresser With mirror, used only 
2 months, new $f300, sell for 
$900 or best. 766·5616 
IZ services 
BODYWORKS 
THOROUGH & ORGANIC 
FACIALS ... 
DEEP MUSCUlAR 
RElAXATION MASSAGE ... 
ACUTE & CHRONIC 
PROBLEMS ADDRESSED ... 
CAll JONI RASKIN 
773-0463 
Winter Craft Classes 
Basket Weaving· Batik 
Sewing· Ceramics 
Faux Boxes· Stenciling 
&:MORE 








'-REMODELING BY --i i VISION CRAFTERS ' 
• • Kitchens· Bathrooms , 
, • Repairs· Additions " 
' • Insured ! . Free Estimates i 
, Let us add the change that can ' 














Home, Olllce, Condo 
" Nobody likes 10 hear 




Let us hear about your dirt! 
879·7049 







S~U DI 0 132, pottery fessons and 
space rental. Wheels, slab, power 
extruder and kiln available. Lesso~ 
include teachinQ sessions, practice 
lime and malenals. Small classes, 
references available. Call Usa at 
772·4334 or 879·0432. 
LIFE DRAWING CLASSES with 
Greg Parker. Open to studenls at 
all levels. Wed. eves, 6:30·9:30 or 
Sat morns 9:30·12:30 in my studMl 
at 317 Cumberfand Ave. Portland. 
6 weeks, $125, model fees inckJded. 
Start Jan. 24 or 27. Call 774· 
0751 for info. 
TAX -PREPARATION • faster 
relunds for buSiness & individuals. 
File electronically and 6ave weeks 
of waiting I ~ile now. Very 
competitive r Ites. DRESDEN 
CONSULTING 3ROUP. Business 
& Managemenl Consultanls. 737-
4333 leave mesr.~e. 
GLAD RAGS • Wanl your house 
spolfess when you come home from 
work? Well known Portland 
busirl86s wornar will clean it for you. 
If you are not salisfl8d you won' 
have D pay. Travel time II1duded in 
hourly rate. For more information 
call 172-8784. I will also do small 
comlll8ltial. 
ATTENTION Macintosh users: 
Software training and development 
services provided at your location, 
at your convenienoa. Hourly fees 
similar to computer classes, yet 
much mor eproductive. Call 
Compuler Designs at 871-1430 
TAX RETU RNS prepared by Doug 
Smith, MBA. Reasonable fee 
quoted in advanoa. Free pickup and 
drop off in Portland area. Call 
797-4682 for appointmen~ 7 to 9 
PM. 
MAGIC TOUCH CLEANING, 
home and office, weekly, biweekly, 
monthly, or bimonthly. Call Bonme 
Robinson today for free estimate 
at 772·1493. 
CUSTOM SPRAY FINISHERS, 
line furniture, wicker, cabinets, 
window inserls, shuUers. All type! 
of surfaces. Free pickup and 
delivery to our spray lab. Ask for 
Fleet at 773·0577 or 871-0960. 
COLLEGE STUDENT with lruck 
available to do odd job& ood mOVIng. 
Very handy and can lix most 
everything. Excellent references, 
call any time, day or nigh~ 774· 
2159, feeWl message. 
INCOME TAXES prepared at 
reasonable rates. Accurate, 
prompt, personal serv ice. 
Electronic fi ling for quick refund 
free before Feb. 28. For 
appointment or estimate call John 
Hudson at 772-1199, 7AM to 
10Pt.!., 7 days a week. 
BOOKKEEPING, accounting, and 
tax preparation for businesses and 
individuals High caliber worX, 16 
years experience, reasonable rates. 
SM Accounting Services, 797· 
4510 
FURNITURE RESTORED I:rf hand. 
Hand stripping, repair and 
refinished I:rf ex·High School shop 
teacher. Chairs start at $15. Free 
pickup and delivery in Portland 
area. 878·2312,laave message 
LEGAL RESEARCH SERVICES 
experienced, accurate and cost 
efficient Call or leave message, 
772·3113 
WORD PROCESSING, $15 per 
hour, Image Wnter Pnnter, access 
10 laser, call Pat Gullan at 879-
0060 
l'mljiW_ 
POSITION WANTED CPR firsl 
aid certified teacher of 
mentally/physically handicapped 
will do respite care day or evening, 
own transportation. References. 
CailNancv at 77H681 
WANT TO RENT: 5BR house wfln 
law apt or both units of duplax for 
residence and small service 
business, greater Portland area. 1· 
plus yea~s lease Call 846-9934 
SOUND 
ALTERNATIVES 
Portland's Used Music 
Source pays cash for 
your used records, 




10-6 Mon. - Sat. 
SOUS CHEF for on-line and 
management poSition in small, 
contemporary restaurant Creative 
and challenging work enVIronment 
Send response to CBW Box 700 
CAFE ALWAYS seek! 
dishwasher, prep person, FIT, 
PIT, call 774·9399 
HELP! The Pepperclub needs 
dishwashers, cooks, wait·persons. 
Are you relieble and energetic? 
Come see us for an Inlervlew at 78 
Middle St, Portland, ahernoons 
betwaen 2-4. No calls, please. 
MODELS, women 18 plus wanted 
for photography and vidoo work, 
top pay, experience preferred but 
nO.t necessary. Send photo or 
composhe 10 BOA Producllons, 
PO Box 5341 , Portland, ME, 04101 
or call 774-1938 fo rmore details. 
CON SCI E N T IOU Sand 
enlrprenaurial person with kind 
heart, global vision and astute 
marketing skills 10 markel and 
manage educational program. Call 
773-3275 
w ee s 
84 SUBARU GL wagon gold, minor 
rust, new front tires and' exhaust, 
87 engine wl70k miles, 129k on car, 
reliable transportation, $1200. 
Such a deall Call Scott 874·2376 
DATSUN KINGCAB 4WD pickup, 
1981, 5·spd, cap, new clutch, 
Goodyear tires, some rusl, 91 k, 
$2000. Can 774-7539 m·f before 
3:30 
1181 SUI 900S AUTO 4·dr, 
120k, runs very well, perfect 
interior. $2500, 78.(·0561 
1984 SUBARU GL haEhbed<, AM-
I'M, Pirelli tires, runs grea~ m· 
3192 
1187 HONDA CIVIC 4-spd rust 
proofed, high miles, great car, 
$3300, 725·7023 
1188 VW GOLF 2DR hatchback 
wialr, excellent condition inside and 
out, asking $6950. 883-8434 
arr,1ine 
1988 VW FOX excellent condition, 
moving musl sell 4-spd, AM·FI •• 
cassette, $4800 or best, eves 
774·385879 
DODGE ASPEN good condition, 
PS, PB, AC, AM-I'M, new sticker, 
new tires, must sell, best off8f, call 
Kelly at 773-6409 
.. AUDI 4000 CS Qual'O 4 WO. 
All power, AMIFM cassene. Great 
Carl $9400. 77~. 
1115 IUICK RIVERA fully 
loaded, excellent condition, call 
87~1869. 
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL COUPE 
L T. BLUE, 651<, GREAT SHAPE. 
ASKING $6500 CALL 797-4673. 
IF MOTHER TOLD YOU to stop 
being shiftless, get into gear with 
this standard trans. V·6, 1981 
Malibu wagon. New slicker, runs 
strong, looks good. $950 shihs 
ownership. 657-2454. 
1187 OLDS curuss Ci8f&-AC 
power windows. AM-I'M Slefeo, 
cruise, Iih, car pphone optional. 
S8K excellent condition, %5500, 
cal 878-2748. 
1984 VW Jm A 4-dr., &-spd, 
sunroof, blue cloth interior, fine 
condition, asking $3375. CalI761 · 
2595, messages retunned. 
1178 FORD FAIRMONT wagon, 
4·spd , 4·cycl, good 
transportation. $695 or best 
offer ... Step-up OH trailer, good 
condition. $900 or best offer. 
929·6956. 
82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo diesel, 
excelfent COndition, powerwi:ldows, 
sunroof, and locking system. 
$5400 negotiable. 774-1343. 
88 MAZDA 626, AIAiFM cassette 
stereo, PS, 5.spd, 11 K, $8250. 
797·8966. 
1179 VW MICROBUS·aU, New 
tires, battery, exoallent condition, 
no rust camper insert. $1800 or 
best offer. 773-6615. 
1113 CHRYSLER LEBAROII red 
4·dr auto, cruise, 30 mpg, no rust, 
looks grea~ runs good, well· 
maintained, recent stickar. $2200 
or best 846-4324. 
1984 IIISSAN 300 ZX exoalfent 
condition. 49K, 5-spd, t·tops. 
Loaded, wMe WMn interior. Win 
cty when I sell. $7900. Call m .. 
6489. 
1985 VOLVO GL wagon, loaded· 
air, auto, leather seats, wine 
wibeige inl9rior, mint 5OK, AM-FM 
cassette, call 781·3072 or 772· 
2202. $9900. 
87 HONDA ACCORD LXI 
hatchbed<, excellent shape, AM·FM 
cassette, AC, cruise, pwr wind, 
pwr mirr, snow tires, PB/PS, 
$9100, 713-6373 or 773-111 O. 
87 GLI JETTA all the extras 
bright red, sunrOOf, AC, great 
shape, ,$7500 or best offer. 
774-8066. 
84 MERCURY LYNX H ig h 
mileage, virtually no rus~ new 
brakes, 4 new radials, light gray. 
Please cal the Goodwins at 761· 
7003 eves. 
13 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
hatchback, auto, 3411. brand new 
snows, top mechanical shape but 
needs body WOIIt No room to sIDle, 
so bargain priced at $600. Greal 
deal. 774·2244 
7& LINCOLN TOWN CAR 
reslDred 10 new condition. Full 
power, leather, new tires, $1900, 
892·7122. 
1180 CALIFORNIA CORVETTE, 
white, T·top, telescope and tilt 
wheel. Needs interior worX, good 
engine. Compere amund, check blue 
book price. $7000, call John at 
874·0542 
1986 MERCURY LYNX, 4-dr, 
auto, low miles, must sellquick, 
$2995 or besl. 772-7880 
77 VW RABBIT diesel, 
impeccable maintenance record , 
near mini condition, cloth interior 
4-dr., 4-spd, AM·FM casselle 
with equalizer, luggage rack, 
optional winter tires & rims, 
incredibly cfean. Avg 45 mpg, 
$1495 firm. 784·2739. 
1985 TOYOTA Coroll. GTS. 5· 
speed, air, sunroof, fun car. 
$4550 or besl offer. 772·291 9 
or 773-3589. 
BUY YOURSELF a Christmas 
present. 1972 Chevy pickup, 
48,500 original miles. Must sell 
$450. 773-9n8, leave message. 
1985 JEEP CJ-7 herdtop, 6 cycl, 
40K, AM·FIA casselle, cenler 
console, summer bikini top. Looks 
good, runs great, rust proofed. 
Must sell no reasonable offer 
relused. 971·8293. 
1181 VW RABBIT 4·dr. 
99,8000 miles $800. Call 761 · 
9450 after 6:30. 
n87 FORD F0358 l ·ton truck 
with stake bed. Transferable I ~e 
time rusl proof warmnl)'. 30,,000 
m~es, $12,500 call 874-8529 M·F 
or 787-2187 night or weekends. 
1988 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent 
condition. 14,000 miles, Brahma 
cap, slide windows, rust·proofing, 
AM·FM slereo, asking $7200. 
Don, 839-4567 eves. please. 
74 PlYMOUTH 2-dr. hardtop, S-
6 , low miles 5Iik inspection sticker, 
body exxoeifent inside and ~ new 
batterys and tires torsion bar 
needs working. Best offer. 774· 
6571. 
1989 FORD PROBE GT Turbo. 
Loaded with every option including 
CO player, red with red interior. 
t.m1 sa~ buying house. Call Darn at 
m774·5626 or 865-3058. 
1985 SUI 900-8, 4-door, 5 
speed, sunroof, AC, AM·I'M Clarion 
Cassette, 68K miles, cruise 
controll, heated seats, all electirc, 
fog lighls. Excellent condition 
$7900. 774-0004. 
n AMC HORNET wagon, good 
stickar, runs weD, a true classic! 
$350, call 883·1473. 
1984 MERCURY Grand Marquis, 
LS, loaded, 46K, new muffler & 
shocks, excellent condition $5500 
or besl offer, 773-2577. 
1980 VW SCIROCCO 4 speed, 
103K, 2 new radials, runs wefl, some 
rust $475. 647·5028 aher 6PM. 
1988 TOYOTA Tercel, 5-spd, 
7500 miles perfecl condition. 
Want an automatic. 879,1869 
!MIS. 
1989 F·150 XLT Leriat SuperCab 
pickup with air and loaded, 5 spd, 
15K miles, bed liner, exoallent 
shape, $10,000 or besl offer. 
883- 6496 aher 6PM. 
1986 SIERRA 1500 GMC pickup, 
power slemng, stereo, $3500 or 
besl offer, 883·3962 days or 
883-6496 aher 6PM. 
1979 CHEVY PICKUP 
V-8, 7OK, New Mexico truck, runs 
great, must sell soon. $1500 or 
besl offer, 774·0692 or 775· 
7926 ask for Erik. 
TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Highwey 
mias, well-maintained. Cap, siders, 
aluminum wheels. $3500 or best 
offer. 772·3258. 
1982 SUBARU sedan· red, 4 dr, 
PW, PS, PB, AC, some rusl, 
129,000 miles, $1000 or besl 
offer. Must sell. 865-3433. 
1985 FORD RANGER with cap, 5-
speed, 4-cycl, $1650 or best 
offer. 772·7880. 
VOLVO 1965 122 2·dr. nice 
condition, 2·litre, dual carb, 4· 
$pd., sport exhausl. $2500 or 
best offer. 637·2384. 
CHOICE ·1984 Celebrity SIW. 
Newly rebuilt engine, 98K, $2600. 
82 Dodge .00 82K, $1600. Both 
can; wefl-malnlalned, good shape 
inside and out. Make offers, m· 
6904. 
1987 JEEP COMMAHCHE 4~d, 
4-wheel drive sport truck. PIMer 
steering, power brakes, Am·I'M, 
black, moderate highway miles, 
never plowed, good condition. Good 
deal at $6000. Call 7n-5304. 
U86 SUBARU, excellent 
condition, AM-FMcasseae, sunrook, 
38,000 miles, selling for $3600 
far below what you'd pay on a car 
lot Compare at $5000. 879-
7037 eves. 
1985 MAZDA RX-7 GS model, 
immaculate finish, AC, PB, PS. 
Black with gray velour. A fun car 
to drive. Below book at $5975. 
878-2312. 
1979 CHEVY CAPRICE Landau 
roof, 4-dr, AC, cruise, stereo, new 
lires, baaery, alt Good condition 
with new sticker. $1000 or best 
offer. 775-6566. 
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX CC, 
AC, all power, AM-FM 
cassette/equalizer, excellent shape, 
high miles, $2800 or best offer. 
82 Ponliac Phoenix, 6~cf, CC, 
AM·FM 77,000 miles, excellent 
shape. $1000 or best offer. Tim, 
879-7038 
1987 FORD BRONCO exe. condo 
power packege, cruise control, 
runnin boards with lights, tire rack, 
AIC. 36K, $13,000. 829-3297. 
82 VOLVO WAGON overdrive, 
88K, runs good, body grea~ askJng 
$4600 or best offer. Call late 
774-0435. 
roomma es ' 
LOTS OF SPACE, $200 plus third 
ulils, for MIF who is responsible, 
clean. -.ergs 2·noor, 1.5 bath, off 
Woodfords, on busline. 774-9123, 
avail. 3-1, ~tiable. 
FEMALE 32 seeks female for 
great, sunny, 2BR North 5t apt. 
laundry, parking, HW firs, 
remvaled krtchen, $247.50 plus 
he~ Feb. 1 or-15. Call Patti 871 · 
8078 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE 
wanted Feb 1 for oozy 2BR Munjoy 
Hill apt wAaundry, perking, $250 
plus hea~ security. CaD 871·8078 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
house in W Buxton. Compietaly 
furnished, low rent, quiet area 
ResponsitM man or woman please. 
Call me at 929·5834, leave 
message ~ fm not in. 
ROOMMATE WANTED MIF fnf 
spacious apt. in Pine Point 
Scarboro, 2 blocks from beach, 
large BR wNiew of marshes 
available, 20 mins from Poroand, 
off street parking, WID, shared 
kitchen, LR, quiet neighborhood, 
must tike cats. $300 plus, 883-
1473. 
HOUSEMATE NIS to share 
oornfor1abfe home in Fafmouth with 
garden, laundry, near ocean. 
References, $275 pius , call 781 -
4610 
SOBER NIS IIIF wanted for 3BR 
apt. on West End. Large apt 
wlfirepiaoa, HIW ftrs, $172 per 
plus 1/3 utiIs, deposit Call Andy or 
~b at 874-0226. Friends of Ilil 
W. 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 28R apl 
in S Portland, large yard, off· 
street parking, on bustine, 2 mifes 
from SMVTI, 5 miles from 
downtown. Must like cats, $288. 
797·1529 
RDOMMATE NEEDED to share 
small but nice 28R West End apt 
Chem·free vegetarian preferred, 
$162.50, no deposit, avai. immed. 
or Feb 15. Call early AM or late PM, 
761 ·9500 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted 
for nice 2BR apt in Deering area. 
Quiet neighborhood, sunny, parking, 
WID, $325 inc. heat 774-4440 
HOUSEMATES WANTED to June 
1 fnf sunny Scarboro home. Clean, 
responsible, quiet people only. 
$225 pius utils & deposit. Call 
883·5985 
MAN SEEKS MIF to share 2BR, 
lst fl. carpeted apl. Includes 
worKshop studio, attic storage, 
garage, per1ling, WID. Chern·free. 
quiet S Portland area, avail. now. 
$275 pius utils. 767-4120. 
NDN-8MOKER share my home, 
$255 incfudes all. No pels, perking, 
male or female. N. Wlrldham near 
Big Sebago. $255 sec. dep. Call 
892-8264, leave message. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
warm comfortable two bedroom 
apt. in West End $265/mon. 
Includes utilities and parking. 775-
0790. Please leave message. 
SHARE CHARMING spacious 
anllque horne, 45 State St Gorham 
village. Large private BR 
w/sunroom. Share IjOUrm91 kitilen, 
DR, FR, yard, pertQng, laundry. No 
smoking or pels, seek nonsexISt 
musidover, MIF. $350 single , 
$425 couple plus shere ubls. Cal 
839-8156 
HOUSEMATE IIEEDm for sunny 
Scarboro home new beech. Ideal 
pIaoa for qui~ responsible, WF, 
$225 plus sec. dep. and utils. Can 
883·5985 
1I0N';MOKlIIG IIIF housemate 
wanted lor S PortlandlWiliard 
Beach conlempory home. large 
private yard, 4 blocks 10 beach, 
$300 inc. utils. Call 7~10 
days or 761-3720 eves. 
QUIET 1I0N-SMOKIIIG prof· 
essional lor residential 2 BR 
1DWnhouse oorxIo. Deck, DIW, WID, 
microwave, storage, $325 plus 
ubls and deposit 854-0145 
ROOMMATE, IllS. IIIF. 10 share 
4BR house on Sabbathday Lake, 
New GIouoester. Private beech, pet 
OK, $225 plus sec. 1/4 utils, can 
926·3486 
ARE YOU A LESiIAII looking 
for camlorlable apartment· 
posh ~ 51*81 2 women seek 
tl1lrd for three BR duplex, quiet 
Deering area. $238 plus third u'ls. 
Avail. now. 761-4061. 
MIF ROOMMATE wanted to 
share a large sunny 3BR apt law 
school area. Non-smoking, $217 
plus utifs. ParlIing. 773-4078 eves. 
All FEMALE household seeks 
fourth to share 2-story West End 
apt. 1.5 bath, large BR w.walt in 
closet, WID, yard. call eves. 775-
0626 
YOUNG MALE profeSSional 
looking for nonsmOking MIF to 
share nice 2BR on West Prom. HW 
floors, skylites, OW, avail. Feb 1. 
879-0956 
FEMALE roommate wanted to 
share 3-BR apt 1 block from 
Eastern Prom. Sunny, HW ftrs,lo. 
kitchen, porch and small yard'. 
Driveway. $185 plus third utis. 
87~0519 after 6. Feb 1. 
GENTLEMAN inlerested in 
meeting single person for 
house/apt. sharing. Mature neat 
considerata, responsbile. 77&-' 
0632. 
TOPSHAM HOUSE to share, 2BR, 
2 beth, 2 C8I garage, I have dog and 
cal Non-smoker lemale preferred. 
$300 pius half utils. Deposit and 
references, 729-3400 
BAXTER BLVD area·beeautiful 
place With parking. Professional 
person, non-Smoklng, no pelss, lois 
of pnvacy. Sharing but i ke hving 
alone. s:m plus utiis. Call anytime 
774·0852. 
FEMALE roommate non·smoker, 
$325 inc. all. Close to 295 & 
Baxter Blvd. No pels W /0 DIW 
secure blcIQ. Parking, chem-free 
persons only. I have a cal. 773-
4544. 
FEMALE quiet non-smoking chern-
free, roommate wanted 10 share 2 
bedroom apt. on West Street with 
25 yr. old. Renl $287.50 plus 
electricly. Heat and hot water 
included. Avail. Now. 761·9547. 
TWO WOMEN AND CAT seeking 
third woman age 3Q.4O to share 
spacious, homey first floor 
apartment near Back Cove. 
Peaoaful almosph8fe, yard, huge 
kitchen, your own bathroom. 
Responsible professional 
preferred, non·smoker, health 
conscious. Available imnnediately or 
Feb lsI. $255 plus utilities. 7'74· 
4103. 
ROOMMATE needed for 4 
bedroom house in Cape Bizebelh. 
Short oornmute to Portland $220 
per month plus utili lies, W/o 
parlting, must like dogs. Call 799-
2634 anytime. 
MIF ROOMMATE to share 3 
bedroom Victorian Apt Vaughn 
SI. non·smoker, large bedroom 
with view WID prefer pollitical & 
musicallastes $233 inc. utiI. Kris 
77&-0356. 
FEMALE 23 seeks female for 
sunnY.2BR seaview apl. on Munjet 
Hill. Newly renovated, $250 pius 
cheap utils. Cau 772-4004, leave 
message ~me. Avai.~. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanled for 
nioe 2BR apt in Deering area. Quiet 
neighborhood, sunny, porting, W/O, 
$325 inc. heat 774-4440, leave 
rrM&ag9. 
FEMALE seeking female 10 share 
nice 2BR apt. in West End·Spruce 
St HW flrs, off·street parKing, 
garage. Non·smoker preferred. 
$275 plus utils. Call 879·1882. 
A PLACE TO CALL HOME for 
MlF roommate. Avail. immed. or 
Feb. 1. Quie~ comfortable 2BR in 
West End: No pets, no smoking, no 
conservaUves. 773·1782 
M/F WANTED 10 share 
comfortable horne. rm responsible, 
health concfous, and musical. Non-
smoker please. $300 per month and 
half ums. Call Gary at 773-2498. 
RURAL MINDED person 10 share 
my large home with private room. 
40 min. from Portfand, non-smoker 
with refs, responsible attitude. 
$200 inc. all, call 7B4-056f eves or 
feeWl rrres&ae. 
M OR F professional D share large 
modern condo in Scarboro, $400 
per month inc. all, avail. immed. 
775-3346 days or 883·9822 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to 
share SpeCIOUS Victorian 2BR apt 
near Deering HS. Non·smoker 
preferred, off·street parking, 
$310 inc. heat. Avail. 3-1·90. 761-
8171 
for rent 
2 BR APT with character in safe 
West Prom neighborhood, owner 
occupied building. New kitchen, 
WIW, bushne, near WayneHete 
School. $550, 772-1402 
UN U SUA L very charming, 
townhouse style condo in large 
VICtorian house, West Prom area. 
3BR, WID, parking, tastefully 
furnished, must be seenl Avail. Feb 
thru May, $BOO per month. 871· 
0119 
PORTLAND heat and hot wal8f 
included. 2BR, $355 to $535 
depending on incomellamily size. 
Section 8/vouchers & city 
assistance acceeted. Newly 
remodeled units avail. approx. Feb. 
23. Indo« cat OK, call 839-6516 
m-f, 9-5, EHO. 
SUBLET AVAILABLE: Large, 
very pleasant West End api, 
amiable March·june. Reasonable 
rent and ullls, partially furnished, 
functioning kitchen, ideal for 
couple. Call 774-1597 
EASTERN PROM, sunny lBR, 
large yard, parking, $435 
plusefect, 772-4334 or 879-0432 
ROOMY DNE BEDROOM apt 
newfy construcled, well-insulated" 
WIW, convenient to USM and Main6 
Med, private entry, no stairs, off 
street parking. 883·5447 days 
and eves or 773-2150 Sals. 
204206 SPRING ST. Spacious 
modem two bedroom apt available. 
Wall to waD, laundry facilities, fully 
applianced kitchen, $550 per 
month plus utils. Call Spectrum al 
797·0223 
56 EXCHANGE ST. Unique one 
bedroom apartments now available. 
Variety of styles include two-level 
with loh, wall· to-wall, security 
system. Excellent Old Port location. 
$4 75 to $525 plus utils. Call 
Spectrum at 797-0223 
MaRTH STREET 
2 bldroom .,.rtmlnt., 
$3.5/415, ,III 111111111. 
Go,·..... ,ino II hok 
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February 1, 1990 19 ..... -
Dots 
Three 2-letter words, four 3-letter 
words, six4-letterwords, threeS-letter 
words, and one 6-letter word are bid-
den below. To spot them, you might 
find a partner and have him or her 
rotate this page (or you) at a distance. 
Then write the words on the lines pro-
vided. 
1) ______ _ 
2) _ _____ _ 
3) ______ _ 
4) ______ _ 
5) _____ _ 
6) _____ _ 
7) _ _ _ __ _ 
8) _ _ ___ _ 
9) ____ _ _ 
10) _ _____ _ 
11) ______ _ 
12) ______ _ 
13), _ _ ____ _ 
14) ______ _ 
15) ______ _ 
16) _ _____ _ 
17) ______ _ 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? If so, 
there is a $20 gift certificate from Al-
berta'sfor the first prize winner. A$15 
gift certificate from Green Mountain 
Coffee Roastersawaits the second prize 
winner. Contestants are ineligible to 
win more than oneprize ina four-week 
span. Only one entry is allowed per 
contestant per week. 
All entries for this week's Real 
Puzzle must be received by noon 
Wednesday, February 7. The solution 
for this week's Real Puzzle will appear 
in the February 15 issue of Casco Bay 
Weekly. Mail your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle '5 
Casco Bay W_kIy 
187 Clark Str_t 
Portland, Maine 04102 
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o 1990 United Feature Syndicate. 
Solution to Real P,!zzle #3 
Leo 
Brian Whitham of Portland sent us 
his response and he won. Peggy Shaf-
fer, also of Portland, also took such 
incentive and won second prize. Like 
other grand schemes, in order to have a 
chance at being selected, you must 
enter. At least we publish our list of 
winners every week and the odds of 
winning are a heck of a lot better than 
receiving that $10 million dollar check 
in the mail. And our prizes won't 
change who you are. So, what's your 
excuse this week? 





the New Year off right. .. 
Treat yourself to 
92 Exchange Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Phone 77-LOCOS 
Open 7 Days a week 
Plain & Simply 
We are having II sale 









GALLERY " , 





3 GREAT PLAYS 
FOR $40 
A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Become an open pass holder and see the las! 
plays in Portland Stage Company's 
1989·90 season for up to 40% off 
price of single tickets 
• Attend three plays for $40 
• Simply call the box office to reserve 
your seats when it is most convenient 
for you. It's the ultimate in flexibility! 
• Get these extra benefits: 
pSC's newsletter, Prelude 
Free and discounted parking in 
convenient locations 
Bonus discounts to restaurants 
Ticket discount coupons for guests 
To get your open passes call 774·0465 
Tuesday-Saturday, Noon-5 p,m. 
*Mention this CBW ad when ord~ring and 
receive a free admission to ZOOTZ. 






' _~~.~~' \- < Chicken ~l" . r. ~,s \- , ~. . .~:.J BBQ
iL, '.: \. "j , ~~, \':'; Cambridge 
,.~ ' .. !~ Tips 
The Good Table Restaurant 
RI.77 • Cape 1:1i:r.abclh • 799·GOOD • Tu<-s. - Sun. Sam-9pm 
NEWYORK 
STORIES 
ONE CITY. THREE STORIES TALL. 




151 Middle st. 
Portland. Maine 
OPEN EVERY DAY 10 TO 10 
-------------------------. : 2 FOR 1 : 
: When you buy a salad, : 
• sandwich or entree we'll • 
: give you a seconfl one FREE : 
• (equal price or less) with this coupon~ Ixplres 2/28/90 • 
• • • • • • 
~~=-. . • • • • 
: Th)(Q)~ WITWfJJ1T : 
:~ SOUPS· SANDWICHES· SALADS : 
.~ "A Healthy Alternative" • 
: 416 Fore St •• Old Port • 774-4342 : 
• Open 7 am - 7 pm • --------------------------
acus 
American Crafts 
44 Exchange Street· Portland, Mahle 04101·772-4880 
